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WARREN WILL BE FIRST TO VOTE

Friendship Will

ON AREA HIGH SCHOOL MONDAY;
TOWN BUDGET SET AT $107,400

Vote By Ballot

Warranto containing 32 articles
were posted Monday for Warren’s
first evening town meeting to bo
held at Glover Hall, on March 22.
A moderator will be elected at a
town meeting to be held at 12
noon that day. Polls will be open
from 12.30 to 6 p. m. The town
meeting will reconvene at 7 p. m.
the same night.
The town faces a budget total
ing $107,400.25, which is $6,291.53
more than that raised at the an
nual town meeting last March.
In addition, a momentous de
cision regarding the fate of War
ren High School which has been
in the offing for several years
may be made that night, under
articles 19. 20 and 21. Under Arti
cle 19, voters will decide whether
to join with Cushing. Thomaston,
and Friendship to form a commu
nity school district to be known as
the Georges Valley Communit
‘‘5
School District. If voted affirm
tlvely, Article 20 will deal with
the matter of giving authority to
the District to acquire and hold
property not in excess of $400,000
for the purpose of operating a
high school. If this is accepted
the final one on the school dis
trict is to give - authority to the
Community School District from
time to time to borrow money and
to lasue its bonds and notes
therefore in an amount not to ex
ceed $400,000 outstanding at any
one time, exclusive of refundings
for the purpose of acquiring land,
constructing and
equipping a
community building or buildings
and related recreational and athle
tic facilities and for other pur-
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PLANNING BOARD RECOMMENDS
PARKING AREA AT RANKIN BLOCK

The Rockland Planning Com ing area would till the needs of the
mission recommended the de north end business section.
poses of the district.
Luther Wotton, first selectman
In yther business at the meet
velop ment of a new 40 to 50 car
of Friendship, ha^ revealed that
Warren maintains at present
parking lot at a city owned area ing. the commission voted to table
three teacher high school in the
officers of that town plan to
adjacent to the Rankin Blo^k run- a request for a zoning change by
Warren Academy building. There have secret balloting on the arti
i ning from North Main street ,o Robert Burns of Rockland because
are no vocational courses on its cles relevant to the establishment
1 Leland street at a meeting held of the absence of all members
curriculum. Eleven pupils are at of an Area High School at town I
Tuesday night.
, Monday evening.
tending schools in neighboring meeting on March 12.
Burns, a burial vault manufac
The new lot. if authorized by the
Mr. Wotton. in explaining the
towns on a tuition basis to take
City Council, will go towards ture!. asked the council to re-zone
vocational courses. Enrollment at reason for this step, said that it
meeting the parking needs of the a sectiion of land off Old County
the present at Warren High School : was chiefly in order to facilitate
Road next to his home at the in
north end business district,
is 47. expecting to hit peak of 170 , an ('xa<t <'ount of votes, 0,1 which
j Several business men of the tersection of Cedar street from
in 1964-65.
' the law requires that the town
north end district attended the Residential B Zone to Commer
meeting and spoke for the parking cial C Zone.
Warren will be the first town to clerk render a report to the Sec- 1
rctarv of State. But, he added,
The property is at the rear of
. lot.
consider the consolidation for the
since sentiments are running
! The city has owned the property land bordering Old County Road
proposed school district.
pretty strongly on the parts of
since 1953 when it took possession and formerly owned by Donald
Annual meetings set by the
those who are for pnd those who
for non-payment taxes, City Man- • R. Miller. Miller sold his property
other towns linked in the area are against such a measure, the
ager Lloyd K. Allen said. Allen 1 to Burns recently.
high School plan are as follows: secret ballot will also make it
attended Monday night’s meeting.
Burns asked for the re-zoning so
Friendship, March 13; Cushing
possible for the fairest vote to be
The property presently has a i that he might use the area for
March 19. and Thomaston. March rendered w’ith a minimum of bad
house on the grounds which will storage materials In his business,
26.
feeling to be taken away from thc
have to be demolished, it was reThe concrete vault manufacturOther articles of vital import meeting.
reported.
' er asked the City Council to apance to Warren will see If the
In further explanation of the
The city presently has parking prove re-zoning of the Lake avetown will vote to bring its em
selectmen’s action, Mr. Wotton
nreas at the Public Landing, east nue area near the Achorn Cemeployees, including the volunteer
compared tha meeting to be held
of Main street at the old city tery the later part of 1955 in order
firemen, under the Workman’s next week with the one held some
garage off Winter street and be to construct septic tanks for his
Compensation Act; to see if voters 30 years ago, when th-e issue of a
hind the Masonic Temple building business. The City Council refused
acceptance of establishing a Man |ceniral school for Friendship wa.
Attending the all day industrial development clinic were representatives of Knoz County communi off Lindsey street. The new park- the request.
ntng board and board of appeals, at stake. We got the school, he
and to empower such a board, il recollected, but good friends and ties. Above, from the left, are: George Trafton, Kockiand city engineer; Robert Heald, president of the
Union Chamber of Com merce; Malcom Stark, Appleton selectman; Louis Shapel, special administrative
lU'tiuilly the land ot opportunity
organized, to enter into contract? whole families weren’t speaking assistant to Commissioner Broggi; Elizabeth Roberts, administrator of Vinalhaven’s new town information
German Resident
and agreements with the prop*'- to each other for weeks after booth; and Harold Gilbert, Camden town manager.
that it is said to be. He has high
Photo by McKeon
state and federal agencies for ward! Mr. Wotton, however, anti
Of
Rockport
hopes
of operating his own poul
Town leaders from 23 Knox- tatives who could not reach Rock talk. “Know your product like a
planning purposes, and to see
cipated some heated discussion Lincoln-Waldo County’ area com- land
try farm after his discharge from
before
that
time
be good salesman should.’’ he said.
Will Be Inducted
what the town will appropriate for from the floor before “Yes” or
munitiea gathered at the Thorn cause of transportation. Commis "Show the prospective industrial
the service.
planning purposen.
, “No’’ papers were dropped into dike Hotel Tuesday to attend an sioner Broggi pointed this example ist your towns and community
Morgen is the lone March
Voters will consider the matter ithe box
’ all day industrial development out as an example of the support, areas. Show him schools, church
draftee
from Knox County.
of purchase of the Farrell Sawyer
, school sponsored by Commsisioner despite traveling problems, that, es. parks, factory space, hall
property, including the land and
Carl J. Broggi and his staff of the the communities were giving.
parks, and all necessary data for
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
building on Mechanic street next Dearborn, Milliken,
j Department of Industry and ComPresent from Broggi’s staff his special industry, including wa
If I had my life to live again,
to Town Hull for $1,500 for use
I merce.
were Sulo J. Tani, director of the ter and sewer rates, available
Grinnell Seek
I would nave made a iuil U,
»d
as garage for town owned trucks
Division
of
Research
and
Plan

transportation,
labor
market
and
some poetry and listen to some
Tuesday’s all day session was
and equipment. In the proposed Camden Offices
music at least once a week. The
the fourth in a series of “schools’’ ning; Arthur W. Wood, director of others.
deal will be an exchange of a 100
loss of these tastes is a loss of
thr Division of Development; , Broggi made use of color slides
by 100 plot of town owned land on 1 Democrats in Camden listed operated by the Broggi staff
happiness—Charles Darwin.
Richard Hebert and Clarence Mc of his own town of Sanford to
Route 131. adjoining the Leland three candidates for town offices throughout the state thus far.
NOR’EASTER
Kay. Public Relations Division demonstrate the type of photo
Peabody property to be used by at the annual town meeting next Tuesday’s session with 56 com
I
do
not
know how best I may
staff
and
Louis
Shapel.
special
ad

graph
the
industrialist
might
be
munity leaders attending, brought
Sawyer as a building lot for a Monday on Tuesday.
escape
ministrative
assistant
to
Broggi.
interested
in.
the
total
attendance
at
the
school
home.
Howard Dearborn will run for a
When Nor’east winds begin to
All of the men. using the work
A community handbook was dis
whine
A move to consolidate the town two year term on the Board of to 208 and the total number of
of
their
division
as
a
basis,
con

tributed to all those who regis
And biting snow is borne upon
report in omission of the name Selectmen and Frank Milliken for communities represented to 60.
some shape
Broggi said following the meet ducted courses relating to the re tered for the schools, along w’ith
Arthur E.
of the persons to whom expendi a three year term.
Of weather’s vengeance, vicious
sources, selling points and neces a list of circulars from the Small
tures are made will be consider Grinnell is a candidate for a three ing that he was “surprised at the
sign.
response the schools w’ere receiv sary procedures to follow in draw Business Administration and other
ed as will the matter of closing year term on the School Board.
I wonder why its mood must be
ing
up
a
program
of
planning
and
,
federal
bulletins.
Dearborn operates Oakland Park ing thus far.” Broggi said his
so mad
the town books Dee. 31. instead of
Knox County towns represented
Or savage. Yes. I’d like to know
Cabins and is a lumberman in the staff predicted only 40 communi promotion for their communites.
Jan. 31.
Just why Nor’easters cold, and
Broggi, who conducted the final! at thc school were: North Haven,
Qualifications listed for voters in winter season, also a basketball ties would be interested in their
icy-clad,
Herman Morgen
municipal affairs are as follows: official. He has been prominent series of schools. Now they look^ four’s course on obtaining and Vinalhaven. Owls Head, Rockland,
Should hurl upon us so much
snow.
must be 21 years of age and a in Democratic circles in the town for 150 communities represented sidling prospective industrialists Camden, Warren, Cushing AppleHenman Morgen, 24 year old
native born or naturalized citizen for several years. He is a grad before the end. he said, following emphasized several points in his ton, Union and St. George.
Rockport resident for the paj* A fluffy pattern in some grace so
rare.
of the United States; must be a uate of Camden High School, the school session.
year will be inducted into the Advanced perception of a gown
Kents
Hill
Junior
College
and
resident of the state for six
Broggi and a staff of five con THOMASTON MAY NEED $5,000
U. S. Army at Fort Williams to That sprightly spring so soon may
He is ducted the courses beginning at
months;
and a resident of the Knox Business College.
wear?
day. The youth entrained for Port
Indoors I hide, retreat within my
town for three months; must be married and has two children.
10 o’clock in the morning and MORE TO COMPLETE FIRE STATION
land Wednesday afternoon.
heart,
Milliken is 33, married and has ending at 5 o’clock in the after
registered on the selectmen’s list
Morgen emigrated from Ulm. And wait for these Nor’easters to
Thomaston citizens will probably tached assets ot the contractor on
of voters; lia.ble for assessment two children. He is a graduate of noon.
Germany, in February, 1955, an 1
depart.
lie asked to ante up another $5,000 a withholding tax charge and
Camden High School and the Bent
Peter Cameron
The Commissioner said the first to complete their fire station
came direct to Rockport where lie
work
stopped.
ley School of Accounting in Bos
class, planned for 9 o’clock, was which now has a price tab of $45.has lived with his aunt and
r
Town officers took over the pro- I
ton. For the past nine years be
UNIVERSALIST VESTRY
delayed an hour to accommodate 000 on it.
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Evvald I NORTH HAVEN-VINALHAVEN
ject and asked a special town ,
has been office manager for thc
FRIDAY 5 tu 7 P. M.
The couple operate a
a group of Vinalhaven represenA survey as to just what is meeting for $10,000 with which to ] Walters.
FERRY
"Deep-sea Fried Clam Supper" for a poll tax if a male; and the
poultry
farm
in Rockport and
needed to complete the station and complete the job. They emerged
themselves
came
from
Ulm
eight
Change
In Rates
ITBLlt MEIXtniE
Rockland
Poultry
Company
in
put it in operation is being made from the meeting with a grant of
applicant for registration must be
EFFECTIVE MARCH 15. 1956
Donation $1.25
years ago.
Rockland.
this
week
and
will
he
presented
at
$7,000 and are now prepared to
able to read English.
Fare:
Morgen, whose father still re
Grinnell, a Camden grocer, and a budget committee meeting sche- ask for an additional $5,000 which
One Way 60c - Round Trip $1.00
sides
in
Ulm
and
whose
mother
was formerly employed by Swift duled for Friday evening. This I would make a total cost of $50,000
Pleasure Cars, $2.00 each way
was killed in an Allied bombing
& Company following study in task has been assigned Town
Jeeps, Delivery and Pick-up
Of the total appropriated, $2,000
attack 14 days before the war end
Trucks
business administration. He is Manager Leon Fitts.
is allocated for equipment for the
$2.00 (light) - $2.65 (loaded)
vice president of the Camden High
Originally, the town accepted a fire department and does not en ed, hopee to gain his American
Heavier Trucks, dual wheel type
citizenship through his army ser
School Alumni Association; mar hid of $38,000 for construction oi ter into thc building costs.
$3.00 (light) - $4.00 (loaded)
regordltu of molce, age or condition
vice. He will serve for two years
ried and the father of Kvo chil the building. W'hile the station
Each Way.
The Thomaston town meeting is
The above rate for vehicle
unless
discharged
earlier.
dren.
was mid-way to completion in the scheduled for 7 p. m. the evening
and
driver.
Additional passen
The young German youth has
late summer, federal officials at- of Monday, March 26.
gers 10c each. Children under
been working on his aunt’s poul 12 years of age, with adnit, no
try farm for the past year. He has
charge.
Democrates were: Judge Alfred
Discover the Comforts of
SELLS
one brother, Robert Morgen, Jr.,
HOURS OF OPERATION
Democrats In
Strout. a Republican, moderator; who was taken prisoner by the
Week Days, 6 a. m. to 9 p. m.
EVERYWHERE
Sundays and Holidays,
Thomaston Chose
Robert Hall, town cleaik; Bowdoin Russians during World War II and
9 a. ni. to 9 p. m.
FOR
Grafton,
selectman
for three has not been heard from since.
Hours Between
Town Slate
9 p. ni. and 6 a. m.
The youth said Wednesday that
years; and Bernard Robinson, as
$1.00 each way
his one year in America has
Thomaston Democrates met in sessor for three years.
Special School Rates, and
LESS TRADE-IN
proven
to
him
that
America
is
caucus Tuesday night at Watts Hall
Delegates to the Democratic
Special Night Kates for
Parties of Six or Over
ALLOWANCE
and re-elected as town committee convention at Brewer on March
chairman. E. Ronald Gillis, with 23 an 24 were named. They were: Grafton and Richard O. Elliot.
G. H. STANLEY, Proprietor
Ballot clerks chosen were Mrs.
Mrs. Bowdoin Grafton re-elected Mr. and Mrs. E. Ronald Gillis and
Tel. North .Haven 131
Frank Linekin. Alternates named Raymond Spear, Mrs. E. Ronald
secretary.
27-29
Gillis
and
Mrs.
Bowdoin
Grafton.
Chosen as candidates for the were: Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin
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point had to be earned the hard
way however, for the string
came out a tie and had to
be bcwled off to decide the winner
of the string.
Brucie Johnson’s
first string of 113 seemed to set
the Pirates afire for they kept the
pressure on the Ducks all the
time, except when they slowed
down a bit in the last string.
Chariey Mitchell, bowling with a
lame knee did yeoman’s duty and
will undoubtedly be voted a pen
sion at the end of the season.
Chubbie Oakes again got a good
total but his 67 string bracketed
between 102 and 105 snows he
needs a little more experience to
steady him down.
Capt. Poole seems to have a
hard time getting the control
necessary for him to get his high
strings coming along as usual and
this weakness has helped keep the
Ducks in the background all seaso.n.
These wins and losses tie the
Worms and the Ganders and the
Ducks with the Pirates, both for
games won and lost and points
won and lost.
Ducks: Oakes. 274; MacDonald.
237;
Sutliffe for Nelson, 274;
Smith. 263; Poole. 274. Total. 1322.
Pirates: Mitchell, 263; Olson,
276; Johnson. 285; Sanborn, 272;
Shields, 261. Total. 1357.

-our Island Pin
oppling Crews

Ml Tied Up

Those in and outers, the Goose's
anders were on the outside lookig in this week as the Worms
ime on with a rush to tike the
ist string and four points from
lem on Monday night. With a
.ring apiece and only three pins
aparatinjg them, the Ganters
filted while the Worms s/ff-iv-d
Ld the Worms were out anead 55
kns at the finish.
I The Worms had a new man in
heir lineup to take the place vakted by Peterson, who has been
lit for several weeks past and
Ld while Fred Chilles did not
teak any records he was not the
Iwest man on the score card, altough he says he can be if he
tally tried. It was lead off man
■rubble Oakes subbing for Grimes
Iho really upset the dope for his
■gh string of 106 and total of 285
las something pretty good for a
lad off man. With Doc Rae's 286
Ld Captain Wymie’s 305 the
Borons could afford a few low
tores like Chilles and Bickford.
■ ith a big boiled dinner for sustnance in the offing the Goose
tvs he will be right in there next
leek trying to eat his team to
Suburban League
Be top.
In the Suburban League, the
■ Ganders: Simons. 264: Mac- Pale-faces took an easy «win over
lonald for Drew. 255: Sutliffe. 261;
the Bully Boys as they shellacked
Lacock, 260; Goose, 276. Total,
them to the tune of 169 pins with
Donnie Oakes running riot with his
irms: Oakes for Grimes. 285; high string of 122 and high total
ford. 246; F. Chilles. 249; Rae, of 331, and the Bully Boys helping
Guilford. 305. Total. 1371.
out with some low scores. In fact
the only victory on the score card
?he Pirates snapped back into 1 for the Bully Boys was a one pin
f running on Wednesday night margin posted by M. Norton over
en they took over the Ducks by
Herbie Conway of the Palefaces,
pins and five points. The last
i Captain Hamilton, out of the line
up with a lame side put in as
sub Frank Thompson of Dogtowners and Frankie came through for
Frankie with a robust 274.
The Palefaces are setting their
sights on the next match with the
Dogtowners, when they hope to
get rally rolling and post one of
their 1400 strings just to show the
; gallery that the Dogtowners are
not invincible.
Palefaces: S. Davis, 262;
D.
Oakes, 331; J. Littlefield, -297; F.
Thompson for Hamilton, 274; H.
Conway, 274. Total, 1438.
Bully Boys: H. Chandler, 258;
L. Rumer, 251; D. Walker, 238; A
Sturks, 247; M. Norton, 275. Total,
1269.

The league leading Dogtowners
put the bite on the ill starred
Blackfaces on Thursday night as
they smacked them down by some
86 pins in what for the Black
faces was the highest scoring
game made so far by them this
season. Ken Hatch of the Black
faces says he would like to pit his
team against some of the women
who live down his way as he
figures they would come up with a
victory, although he wouldn’t bet
too much on it.
As tfhis team has been bowling
on Thursday nights that day of
the week has become known as

in as
PIT UP!
Tune Up Engine
Inspect and Adjust Brakes
Adjust for Fast Starts
Examine Oil Filter
Winter Lubrication
.
Check Electrical
System
Test Heater,
1 V
Defroster
vP!v=
Clean and Adjust
Carburetor

INVESTING FOR

INCOME?
National Dividend Series is a
balanced mutual investment
fund, the primary objective of
which is to provide an invest
ment in a diversified group of
bonds, preferred and common
stocks selected because of rela
tively high current yield possi
bilities in relation to the risk
involved.
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1 ?0 Broodwoy, New York 5, New

from their funds.
The original
sum set up for such payments was
quickly exhausted and the Depart
ment has had to go to the Gov
ernor and Council for an addi
j tional appropriation to cover furWhether it will
! ther payments.
have any effect on the numbers of
1 porkys remains to be seen. Wha»’s
. your opinion?

I’m afraid I’m probably an incurable optimist by nature, but
every year about this time I'm
usually hard at work convincing
myself that the winter is over and
spring has arrived. This year is
no exception to the rule, but I'm '
beginning to feel that my current
optimism has some basis in fact. ■
We’ve had several heavy thaws
throughout the winter, and this i
past weekend saw temperatures
well above freezing in most areas
of the state. Not only that. bu<t the
crows are drifting ba-ck from the
coast in increasing numbers and
those black-feathered characters
are pretty good weather prophets
for my money. Which of course
adds up to a lot of wishful think
ing on my part, but I guess you
can excuse it when you kncsv that
just trying to hurry the comflshing season along a little.
Ice fishing isn’t over yet by a
long shot and the rabbit-t hunters
are still banging away at the bun
nies in those counties where the
season extends to March 31.
(Franklin. Oxford. Knox, Somer
set, Penobscot, Piscataquis, York,
and Aroostook, just for the rec
ord) but I’m looking forward to
April and open water fishing. Just
when the ice will go out on any
particular lake or pond is any
one's guess, but I’m predicting an
early opening for the season this
year. Don’t forget to check your
count j' law as to legal fishing
dates.
Some open on April 1,
others on April 15. Best bet is to
pick up a copy of the open water
fishing law pamphlet at your town
clerk’s office, or write to the De
partment of Inland Fisheries and
Game offices in Augusta for a
copy. That way you can be sure
of where and when your fishing is
legal.
Maine’s hunters and trappers
have always hotly debated the
bounty question down through
the years and by and large, pro
fessional wildlife workers through
out the United States have cast
a doubtful eye at the system of
paying for the elimination of an
undesirable species, with the gen
eral open ion being that it just
doesn’t do the job and is an ex
pensive proposition as well.
Maine presently is paying boun
ties on bear, wildcat and porcu
pine, with the porcupine bounty
a new one added by the last ses
sion of the Legislature. Under its
provisions four porcupine feet are
worth 50 cents when turned in to
the treasurer of the town in which
the animal was killed, and if you
don’t think that particular provi-

cials throughout the state, jus*
check with some of them.
Many town treasurers are wo
men, and the idea of having a
pile of porcupine feet dumped in
the middle of their desks somo
bright morning is giving them
gray hair in a hurry. Those that
have already had the experience
are none too happly about it eith
er! Biggest problem apparently is
what to do with the feet after the
bounties are paid. Come to think
of it, just what would you do with
them?
The Maine Department of Agri
culture isn’t too happy about the
system either since the monies
expended in bounty payments come

Black Thursday around the Cas
cade Alleys, and if by any chance
the Blackfaces should ever win
a match steps will be taken im
mediately to shore up the roof be
fore it falls in.
Dogtowners: H. MacDonald, 284;
F. Thompson, 261; V. Ames, 264;
D. Haskell, 267; K. Young, 262.
Total. 1338.
Blackfaces: H Chilles. 266. K.
Hatch, 232. F. Rosen. 223; E. Conwa y
Chilles, 265.
Total,
1252.

■SML ...possibly

one of the {
greatest!

Rockland Harbor
Dredging Bill
By Congressman C harles Nelson

This week I find myself in an
unusual dilemma. In the past I
have had to do some occasional
“scratching” to find enough news
you would be inteersted in.
there is so much vital business going on in your Government
that I have to select what I think
you would like to hear.
I would like to pass on to you
some figures sent out by the Post
Office Department.
The matter
is not likely to be brought up in
the House for some time, and per
haps not in this session at all, but
I thought you might be mulling
over these figures as I have been
doing. Postal authorities tell us
that their Department is losing
$1,000 a minute. They anticipate
a $470 million deficit for the com
ing fiscal year. They figure that
should the Post Office balance its
budget, an average of about $10
could be saved annually by every
taxpayer. We are all too well
aware of the only means by which
the budget can be balanced — a
raise in postage rates which must
be borne by all of us.
In every man’s life there are
exasperations. In the life of a
Congressman they are manifold.
I have been cheeking every day
to ascertain the position of a bill
which the people of Rockland are
anxiously waiting for. It is now
as far as the Committee on Pub
lic Works which has devoted all its
time to the all-important High
way Bill. Individual bills, like the
Rockland Harbor Project, are few
and are usually held for a long
time as a group, then reported out
of Committee as an Omnibus Bill.
I am much gratified that I have
received a promise from ray
friends on the Committee that the
Rockland Harbor Project will be
considered singly and first. The
thought crossed my mind, as I
talked with the members of this
committee, that I was perhaps be
coming one of their exasperations.
We Americans rejoice in the
knowledge that our great Presi
dent will serve another term. If
he is willing to work so hard for
us, perhaps we can do a better
job of living up to his political be
liefs.
Under the leadership of this
great man, we have come to real
ize that it is not the rich man, it
is not the Government bureaucrat,
it is not the factory owner, who
“controls” the Government of the
United States today. It is the in
dividual American, the working
man and his wife who hold the
future of the nation in their hands
when they go to the polls to vote.
And it is these people who should
“control” Government. It is their
Government, and it should always
be the servant and not the master.

Searsmont
MRS. ETTA L. MARRINER
Correspondent

Barryl Harriman has returned
to Germany after spending a fur
lough with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Harriman.
Mr. and Mrs. Copeman spent a
few days in Boston.
Ora Clark, Ariine Harriman and
son Larry were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Harriman.

Camden Theatre
Weekdays;

A LOVE STORY ’

ft
TV

Nelson Pushing

ENDS THURSDAY
THE STRATTON STORY

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
1.30- 6.15—7.35
Last Feature Showing
At 9 P. M.

Show

1

at 7.15 p.m.

Last Exciting Time Tonight

»«— jWRHM-MH WB-HItMB
JBLUM ■ VMHf MS 85111 • KHH UCfl • W51 tiiiiil

Friday and Saturday—2 Big
Smash Exciting Adventures
""TKCHNICOl OR

Stewart

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Three Times a Week
Editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1882. The Free Press was established in 1855.
and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1897.
Subscriptions $7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 6547.

.

EDITORIAL

BROGGI S FINE PRESS AND WHY
Tuesday’s clinic of Maine’s new Department of Devel
opment of Industry and Commerce held in this city was a
perfect example of why Commissioner Carl Broggi has
such amazingly good press relations.
Every minute of the day-long meeting was of interest
and pertinent to Maine’s industrial development and how
this can be achieved. The men of the press were as vi
tally interested in the coherent, practical discussions and
illustrations as were the sixty-odd community leaders pres
ent from Knox. Lincoln and Waldo counties, and contrary
to frequent practice, the news men were given every cour
tesy and provided with all pertinent material at the start
of the sessions.
The solid value of Mr. Broggi’s program as presented
by the staff was the inspiration that drew such a group of
responsible and interested citizens from considerable dis
tances to participate in this school on how to prepare each
community for the day when an industry is in the offing.
It is no wonder that the citizens of Maine are solidly
behind Mr. Broggi’s program, and the reason is self-evident
for his remarkably fine press.

MUSKIE WILL RUN
The long awaited announcement that Gov. Edmund S.
Muskie would seek a second term is made official this
morning.
Muskie, a’Democrat, was elected Maine’s
cutive two years ago by a shocking majority in a strongly
Republican state over incumbent Burton S. Cross.
His first term has been most successful, thanks
largely to a co-operative and non-politically minded Legis
lature. What the results of the forthcoming gubernatorial
race will be remains to be seen. His opponents are Re
publicans of distinguished calibre, Hon. Willis A. Trafton,
Jr., of Auburn and Hon. Alexander LaFleur of Waterville.

-MORE DAYS A WEEK
AT A&P... HELP TO CUT
YOUR TOTAL FOOD BILL!
conic are . .. you’ll save!

White Breed

Not too long ago William H. Weed. Jr., was mentioned
with pride by this column as a Rockland boy who had made
good. Now new honors have come to this fine young man
who has been placed in a position of large responsibility
by the great Raytheon Corporation.
There’s something about a native son of Maine - - -

Maureen O’Hara. Anthony Quinn
IIILI1

Hot Cross Buns

j*lae

PKG
OF 10

Luncheon Meat

5UPf

12 OZ
CAN

Marshmallow Fluff,

7»/2 OZ
JARS
10 LB
BAG

Sr nnyfield Pastry Flour

HIDES ITS LIGHT UNDER A BUSHEL
A great many citizens of this area fail to realize the
helpin': hand to worthy projects given by the Knox County
Theatre Guild.
Oiganized by a group of men and women who loved
theatre for its own sake, the Guild has progressed steadily,
bringing more and more devotees to theatre into existence,
and at the same time has adopted a policy of presenting
one act plays and other productions with various deserving
groups as beneficiaries.
The Guild is a genuine benefit to the community.

Ginger Bread Mix,

14 OZ
PKGS

Fish Sticks

10 OZ
PKGS

Banquet Pies

8OZ
PIES

Sharp Cheddar

LONG AGED

Muenster CheeseDE

Agen Green Peas
A&P Orange Juice
Elbow Macaroni

ANN PAGE

Elbow Macaroni
Spaghetti
From out long-time friend Ira C. Curtis, president of
thf* North Haven Development Association, comes this
highly interesting and carefully thought out discussion for
two boats for the island service.

Admiral Sardines domestic 4

Heliman's Mayonnaise
Miracle Whip

1. Wouldn’t two boats of approximately 125 feet in size
servicing the two islands be comparable in cost to build,
maintain and perhaps be less expensive to operate, than a
boat as large, let us say, as the J. T. Morse, over a period
of years, after taking into consideration the expense of
hired personnel?
2. Wouldn’t two boats from the standpoint of haul-out
repairs and inspection be a great advantage to we the
people, as, at any time there would always be one in com
mission?
3. Wouldn’t two boats facilitate much quicker trans
portation from the industrial angle of shipping manufac
tured products from our islands, also overcoming our
problem of getting cars on and off the islands for the na
tives and our summer people, plus not overlooking the
fact of a definite added attraction for new business and
new summer people?
4. Wouldn’t two boats making two trips a day from
Rockland to Vinalhaven and back, from Rockland to North
Haven and back, with perhaps one trip a day being as you
suggest Rockland to Vinalhaven to North Haven to Rock
land (or an around the world trip as we call it) be a de
cided business factor on stopping some of the thousands
of tourists who pass through your city each summer?
Think of a three hour sail on beautiful Penobscot Bay.
Wouldn’t a schedule such as this be a help to Rockland?
5. Wouldn’t two boats with landing in close proximity
to each town on our islands, with the revenue from them
going to thp State, even though it cost one million and a
half dollars or thereabouts, be a much better business pro
position for tho highway department than building a bridge
for Beals Island with a population of 400, whereas we hav*
a 2000 population?

YELLOW RIPE

BANANAS

DODGE-PLYMOUTH

GARAGE

COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE

The Best Place To
Buy ■
6000 USED CAR

IKK'KIAXD
51ft MAIN ST.
TEL. 120
104-tf

1
1

1 LB 4 OZ
BAG

WASHED

CALIFORNIA
176 SIZE

Navel Oranges
Yeliow Onions

Mushrooms

SNOW-WHITE

SUPER-RIGHT BONELESS MILDLY CURED

SMOKED BUTTS
SUPER-RIGHT HEAVY STEER BEEF
PORTERHOUSE or SIRLOIN

SUPER-RIGHT HEAVY STEER BEEF
TOP or BOTTOM ROUND, FACE RUMP
BONELESS
POT ROAST

AQ
LB

BONE *N
BLOCK STYLE

FRESH or SMOKED
SUPER RIGHT SHORT SHANK

> or Fryers
Price- shown in this ari guaranteed thru Sat , March 10 & effective in

his eonmun •» 4 vicinity.

SINCI i»-*

JJuper Markets
TM| CtfAT ATLANTIC I PACIFIC TIA COMPANY

BEECHNUT STRAINED

FOR ALL FINE WASHABLES

BABY FOODS

JOY

4 e>. 02 JMS 39

LARGE 80T

NO RINSING-NO WIPING

27 C’,ANT t*G 83

J JC

IT'S

I IB ''AN

1

3 LB CAN

LIBBY'S

CORNED BEEF

FlUFFO
\

J§

digestible

33

GOLDEN SHORTENING

1

GIANT BOT

CRISCO

SPIC ANO SPAN
LARGE PKG

MILLER'S

LB CELLO
BAG

Western Carrots
Regalo Spinach

In an editorial comment on March 1 this newspaper
voiced the opinion, based on long political observation, that
as desirable as two boats would certainly be, the size of
the appropriation required could result in a discussion that
might result in no action on the matter at the next session
of Legislature.
Those of mature years in both island communities
know that no man, resident or otherwise, has a more sin
cere interest and proven love for both islands than the
writer of these lines. By these friends it will be under
stood without saying that we wish the islands well and will
go all out for their benefit as we always have. The>r will
appreciate too that only a sincere and very real concern
as to the wisdom of the try for two boats led to the editorial
concerning which we have had no change of heart.

Ellery T. Nelson, inc.

SALAD DRESSING

Chocolates SX

Jian

Plus Co-Hit Starring . . .

1 IB 1 OZ LOAF
STILL ONLY

JANE PARKER

Rhubarb Pie

THERE'S SOMETHING ABOUT A MAN FROM MAINE

First Choice Used Cars

IIVUlT

HELEN FADES
Correspondent
Tel. Temple 2-9954

Dr. Harold Frost spent the
end in New Haven, Conn.
Mrs. Ruth Dow returned home
on Saturday from Camden Community Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Snelling
returned to their home in Lincoln.
Mass., on Sunday after spending
a week a thte home of her mother,
Mrs. Ruth Dow.
Miss Ronnie Bramhall of Bos
ton. spent the weekend with her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Philip
Bramhall.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield C. Lash
and family spent the weekend at
their home. Hatchet Cove.
Miss Leslie Brown of Gloucester,
Mass., and Miss Jeannine Cush
man of Boston spent the weekend

Granger-Simms

MARTHA

with Miss Cushman's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Vernon Cushman.
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart Powell of
Hartford. Conn., spent the week
end with hef parents. Mi. and
Mrs. Nathan Thompson.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Simmons
have returned home after spend
ing the winter in Boothbay Har
bor.
Russell Neal was honored with a
surprise birthday supper on Sat
urday. Guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Myron Simmons and daughters,
Janet and Eva Jane, Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Neal and children,
Joyce, Bonnie Mae, and Larry,
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Neal and son,
Edward. Mrs. Russell Neal and
Dave, Andrea and Glenda.

Friendship

3 LB CAM 91 C

12

OZ

CAN 47 '

26-31 Rankin Street
S4-Th*8-tf\

JnUUL.lL ROBERTMIOOLETCN

A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE
Pl.CS 2nd ACTION HIT

MYSTERY OF BLACK JUNGLE" - Lex Barker
Co- k FA THE

STARTS SUNDAY: "THE LAST HUNT'

m tdw'd L Upwsar PrMAlUt a.
Released b, 201h Centjr, f«

REO CAP

BABY CEREAL

REFRESH-R

PABLUM

1 M2 80, 25

9

*01

43

2 ! 02 rKGS 39C

14 02 FK

3JC

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Film Council

TALK OF THE TOWN
Trooper Harold Mitchell of
Rockland is to retire from the
State Police April 30. having com
pleted 20 years of service, the
greater part of which have been
spent in this area.

Coming Events

I command!”

Mrs. Bush Shows

To Present Show

Color Work To

Sunday Afternoon

Camera Club

Between
The Bookends

Knox County Camera Club had
The Rockland Film Council, in
co-operation w’ith the Film Council an informal dinner meeting at the BY SEA ON THE TONQUIN
John Jacob Astor, head of the
of America and the Farnsworth Hotel Thorndike Tuesday evening
Museum, will sihow the following . ,,
, .
, .
followed by a guest lecture pre- Pacific Fur Company, had said
films in the Farnsworth Museum i
that his captain of the Tonquin, ‘
on Sunday at 3 p m.:
"Sea I sented by Mrs Eml,y Henry Bush Jonathan Thorn, was a “gun
Almon Young of Central Maine Fever", the story of a boy1, ad- i at the Farn8w»rth Museum,
powder fellow’,” and live lumber
including
experienced
March 9 — Golden Rod Chapter, Power Company projected movies i ventures around' the waterfront; I Mrs Buah' a "’’"’her of the aboard,
day in the F>hoto^raPhic Society of America, Scots from a rival Canadian fur
OES. meets at Masonic Temple at the Kiwanis Club meeting Mon “Gold Rush Boy’’
has
taught
color
photography
for
at 6.30
day evening which showed the lay life of a young boy as it might
company were finding it out early
March 15—Theta Rho Girls Club
ing of the company’s underwater have been in California during the past four years in the Massa with his command, “You ride, but
meets at Odd Fellows Hall at
Extension
cable from Northport to Islesboro the years immediately following chusetts University
7 p. m.
Program, also at MIT. as well
the
gold
rush;
“
Singing
Street
’
’
,
a
last
June.
The
movie
took
the
Auziliary at the Thorndike Hotel
March 15—Social meeting of Em
blem Club at Elks Home at 8 viewers from the shipping of the film which is without commen as similar courses in various other will be held on April 7th, chairman
I cities. She has traveled extensivep. m.
cable from the manufacturer’s tary. and consists entirely of ,
to be announced later. A change
March 16—Educational Club meets
plant to Bath where the huge reel songs and games sung and play- ly and is ’«*»«■»* with her color in the date for the County Fair
at Farnsworth Museum
has been necessitated and is now
was loaded on a scow’ at the Bath ed by Edinburgh children against | slides throusho’jt the country,
April 19—Patriots Day.
March 26-27 — Kiwanis Better Iron Works for the tow by the tug a background of streets in the.r I She appeared in Rockland under scheduled for April 26 at the Com
Homes Show. Rockland Com Seguin to Northport, and the ac native city; "Song of the Feath-|‘?e »P»n«>rshiP of Knox County munity Building.
munity Building.
ered Serpent”, a documentary i Camera Club and showed about
Tea Committee chairman were
March 29-30—Maine State Society tual laying of the cable across the
film on the spirit of Mexican In- 125 very beautiful slides, divided Mrs. Lawrence Miller and Mrs.
DAR at Eastland Hotel, Port more than two miles of w’ater dian culture from the Toltec. irOUghly int° ‘hrcP cqual parts cf
Earle Perry assisted by Mrs. El
from the island to the mainland.
land.
Maya, and Aztecs to the present. motion picture stars "at home" mer Barde, Mrs. H. P. Blodgett,
March 30—Good Friday.
The 12.000 volt cable was approxi
a
European
trip
and
extreme
April 1—Easter Sunday.
Mrs. A. H. Boothby, Mrs. Carleton
“House On Cedar Hill”, in w’hich l
mately three inches in diameter
April 16-21—The 65th Annual Con
events in the life of Frederick clO8eup8 °f birds. bees and
Bowley, Mrs. Dominic Cuccinello,
and
will
give
the
island
adequate
tinental Congress of the Nation
Douglass, the runaway slave who ers. The comments accompanying Mrs. Sanford Delano, Mrs. Ida
al Society, DAR, Washington, electric service. Previously, the
the
pictures
were
well
chosen,
in

D. C.
island was served by a cable became an editor, orator, and formative, and appreciated by the Dondis, Mrs. Joseph Emery, Mrs.
Burton Flanders. Mrs. Howe Glov
statesman, are portrayed with
July 13-14—Broiler Festival at crossing from Castine.
Belfast.
historical documents, period draw club members and guests filling er, Mrs. Edward Gordon, Miss
the auditorium at the museum.
Anne Carini, and Miss Anne
Lloyd Clark w’as in Boston Mon ings. photographs, and mementos
Mrs. Bush announced that she Blackington.
Through the co-operation of the
found
in
the
Douglass
home
in
day and Tuesday, attending the
| has become so enamored with the
Kiwanis. Lions and Rotary Clubs
gift show at the Parker House. Washington. D. C., and, “People coastal area that she will con
the Freshman basketball team
Along The Mississippi”, a picture
duct a brief summer school in
and Junior Varsity players of
The French Club at Rockland which points up the physical geography of the region, portrays the CO‘°r ^“^Phy h> Camden this
Rockland High attended all the
High is planning a trip to Mon
work of the people living there, ye‘r’ 8ett,nK the dates from July
tournament games in Bangor last
treal in June. The members are and emphasizes the heritages that 38 to AugU8t 6 and Using 0,6 old
week.
holding a rummage sale March 17.
these people brought to America parish hall of the Camden Con
Mrs. Norma Connors is the club’s
gregational Church as her class
Ben Perry of the U. S. Navy
from their former homelands.
I faculty advisor.
room.
She Informed the group
visited the Rockland High School
that advance bookings from cam
vocational English class on Mon
Jaycee Wives met in the rooms Sign Right Here
era fans from the Boston, New
day. He spoke to the group about
of the local American Red Cross
York, Philadelphia and Washing
the value of a high school educa
SUITS
Chapter, Monday night to roll For Charlie!
ton area indicate a full comple
tion to men in every branch of thc
bandages. The meeting was pre
Plain Gab or Splash Weave
armed services.
An energetic campaigner for ment of students which she ex
ceded by a sujpper at the Thorn
pects to handle w’ith the assist
Boys' 6-12
$13.95
Republican Representative to Con
dike Hotel.
Mrs. Reita Holden,
Stanley J. Taylor, chairman of
gress Charles Nelson of Augusta ance of three other instructors of
Youths'
13-20
17.95-27.95
executive secretary of the Knox
' national caliber.
the Knox County Red Crass Drive,
got his w’ires crossed the first of |
SPORT COATS
County Chapter, spoke on the du
spoke to Kiwanians Monday eve
the week.
In mid-morning, a
ties' of the local and national
ning on the fund raising cam
chubby, cheery little fellow’ popped Knox Hospital
Fancy Tweeds
chapters.
At the business meet
paign.
into the insurance office of the E.
Beys' 6-12
$10.95
ing, contributions were made to
C. Moran Company; slapped down Auxiliary Continues
the Heart Fund and the Red
Youths'
13-20
13.95-18.95
Pvt. Frederick R. Cullen, son of
nomination papers for Charlie and
Cross Drive. Mrs. David Bicknell
FELT HATS
$2.25
Splendid Work
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur V. Cullen of
beamed at the office staff, an
i was welcomed as a new member.
Thomaston, is stationed at Fort
nouncing that their signatures in
The March meeting of the Knox
WHITE BROADCLOTH SHIRTS
A nominating committee will pre
Dix. N. J. His address is: Pvt.
sent a slate of officers for voting Nelson's behalf would be appre Hospital Auxiliary took place at
Frederick R. Cullen. RA11310024.
ciated.
Boys' 4-12
$1.95
the Medical Arts Building. Tues
at the next meeting on April 2
Co. C, 893d TK Bn., Fort Dix,
What happened next, happened day at 2 p. m., the meeting very
Youths
2.50
which will be held at the home of
N. J.
Mrs. John Billington. Lawn ave fast and he w’as soon informed well attended with over 50 mem
OXFORD CLOTH SHIRTS
nue with Mrs. Joseph Lamb and that if there w’as a Democratic bers present. This meeting in
Capt. Frank Elliot of Ingraham
Button Down Collar
Mrs. Ralph Cow’an as assisting stronghold in Maine, that the deference to the members from
Hill, owner of the cruise schooner
Moran office was it. Period.
Thomaston was represented as
hostesses.
Blue, Green, White
Victory Chimes, has offered the
Glancing at the window sign, he "Thomaston Day.”
$2.95
Boys'
6-12
use of the three masted vessel to
gasped, “is this the office of the
The Auxiliary voted to furnish
BORN
Youths'
3.50
the Maine Seafoods Festival dur
DenniMm — At Knox Hospital, Moran who was a congressman?” the Hospital with an oxygen tent.
ing the press and radio preview
GABARDINE
SLACKS
An
affirmative
answer
added
to
Henry
X.
Jackson,
Hospital
Ad

March 6. to Mr. and Mrs. Clay
usually held on a Sunday in July ton Dennison of South Thomaston, his confusion, but he was a good ministrator, was guest speaker
Boys' 6-12
$3.95
two weeks prior to the Festival.
a son.
Joe enough to appreciate the situ and gave an outline of the amount
Youths'
13-20
5.95
ation and had a good laugh with of good work they accomplish,
DIED
George
Lrlie-nthal
of South
the office staff before he set out second, their ability to raise money WASHABLE FLANNEL SLACKS
Bartlett—At Union. March 2, along Main street to find Repub and third, their capacity for vol
Thomaston and Pearson Jewett of
Boys' 6-12
$5.95
Rockland, officials of the Knox Mrs. Adelaide I. Bartlett, age 89 licans.
unteer work. He expressed the
County
Plumbers’
Association, years. Interment in Achorn Ceme
Youths'
13-20
7.95
hope
that
in
the
near
future
the
It
is
a
safe
bet
that
he
inquired
tery.
showed a motion picture on mu
TRENCH COATS
Hopkins—At Camden, March 5. as to his next prospect’s political Auxiliary will do something with
nicipal sewer systems at the Mon Alberta
L.
Hcpkins, wife of affiliations
before he
popped a volunteer program, since the
day noon meeting of the directors Charles W. Hopkins, age 64 years. Charlie’s papers in front of him.
Boys' 6-12
$10.95
present Student Volunteer pro
of the Rockland Chamber of Com Funeral services today at 2 p. m.
gram is proving very successful.
Youths'
14-18
14.95
from Gilbert C. Laite Funeral
merce.
The
next
dance
to
be
run
by
the
A
small
salary
is
sometimes
CHILDREN'S
TOPCOATS
Home, Camden, with Rev. Melvin

[Social and community event*
are solicited for this calendar All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the editor is final.]

^oy’s?

H. Dorr, Jr., officiating. Entomb
New Clopay Folding Accordion ment in Mountain View’ Cemetery,
Doors only $8.95 at Sutton Supply, Camden.
Melvin—At Rockland. March 1.
Camden 478.
29-lt
Ambrose Leforest Melvin, age 56
years.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
Mixed group meets Wednesday
CARD OF THANKS
and Sunday, 8 p. m., GAJl. Hall,
We wish to express our sincere
Limerock St., P. O. Square. For and heartfelt thanks to all our
information write P. O. Box 711, many friends, neighbors and rela
Rockland, Me.
138-Th-tf tives for their acts of kindness
during the death or Ambose Mel
vin. Special thanks to Barrett Jor
dan. Dr. Donald Brown. Rev.
PUBLIC PARTY
Charles Monteith, Rockland &
Lime Co.. O'Hara’s and
EVERY FRIDAY AT 7.30 P. M. Rockport
Feyler’s.
Tower Room - Community Bldg. Mrs. Ambrose Melvin, Mrs.
Dorothy Hopkins. Mrs. Lucille
Auspices Knights of C olumbus
47-TATh-tf Payson and Mrs. Faith Reed.
29-lt

♦

DAVIS
HOMES FOR FUNERALS

surrounded by big opportunites.
( ARI) OF THANKS
T wish to express my most sin
cere and heartfelt thanks to my
many friends, neighbors and rela
tive® for the many cards and
flowers sent nm during my illness
at the Knox Hospital I wish to
especially thank the nurses and
doctors for the most wonderful
care given me. It is deeply appre
ciated.
29-lt
Ella E. Creamer.

Apple Sale

{

LAST OF THE SEASON

558 Main St.

22 Knox St.

♦

J
I

Second Grade McIntosh .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 75 per bu.
Cortland, Delicious (Red and Goiden),
N. Spys and Baldwins .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. $1.50 per bu.

|

BRING YOUR OWN CONTAINERS

>

;

VEAL CHOPS
39c

Funeral Home

■
I

AMBULANCE SERVICE

fe

TEI- 390
UO LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

_

—FOR A CHANGE

SHAD Ib. 35c
FRESHLY SMOKED

ALEWIVES
2 LGE.
FISH

SHOL'LDEK CITS

RUSSELL

LAMB CHOPS

Funeral Home

49c

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBCLANCE
SERVICE

{

39c Ib.

PHONE 701
• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
j—i—i—j—i—i—i—i

i

i

i

i

i

i—

l±l

OPEN EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT TIL NINE

29*lt

L„,

Ib. 49c

* Sausage

m

Ib. 25c

2 lbs. 29c
Ib. 29c

BEST CENTER SLICES—DELICIOUS

89c

Ib.

VEAL

Ib. 95c
STEAK
Ib. 69c
LOIN CHOPS
RUMP OR LEG ROAST Ib.

49c

BRISKET
THICK RIB

PENOBSCOT BAY

SCALLOPS Ib. 59C

—Daily Arrivals

FRANKFORTS
MINCED HAM
BEEF LIVER

Ib. 49c

Ib.

FRESH CUT DAILY—CHICKEN LEGS AND BREASTS
AMERICAN

STORE AGED

Ib. 49c

CHEESE

CHEESES

Ib. 59c

LARD

2 lbs. 29c

SOMETHING NEW

KRISPIE CRACKERS

SUNSHINE
POUND

Af.
ZjC

QUICK FROZEN

BANGO POPCORN

BAG

35c

SWIFT’NING GIVES YOU DIGESTIBILITY . . . PLUS

TURNOVERS
Made with Old Colonial Goodness
Package of 2

31b. tin 87c

SWIFT'NING

each
pkg.
12 oz. tin
2 tins
2 tins

HERSHEY BARS, Giant Size
STERLING SALT
SPAM-Hormel
SLICED APPLES-One Pie
APPLE SAUCE—Kid Glove

39c
10c
35c
39c
25c

YELLOW SKIN

Niblets—Corn

ONIONS,^ 19c

Baker's Chocolate 2 Ib. cake 41c

2 tins 33c

Chef Boy-Ar-Dee

Spaghetti Dinner

PKG.

Peanut Creme

Peanut Butter ^7ol™T

tall tin 59c

Franco-American

Macaroni with Cheese 2 tins 35c
Laundry Soap Octe‘on

BANANAS

Fig Bars

2 lbs. 29c

Corned Beef Hash

LARGE SIZE FLORIDA

41c

2 reg. size 35c

Pink Salmon

CARROTS

39c

Vr"X pl<g• 31 c

Scot Towels

doz. 49c

LEAN

Ib. 25c

* Ham Butts

CORNED BEEF

42c
STEW BEEF

With Plenty
of Meat

* Soup Bones

* Spare Ribs, fresh

Ib.

HADDOCK
FILLETS

ORANGES

POT ROAST

Ib. 65c —

— ECONOMICAL CLUB STEAK

SCOTCH HAM

CHICKENS

BONELESS CHUCK

Ib. 79c

FRESH CUT-SKINLESS

YELLOW RIPE

FRESH NATIVE—7 Lb. Ave.

PORTERHOUSE
TOP ROUND
CUBE

* Salt Pork

2 celo bags 19c

Cube

Porterhouse

S. & H. GREEN STAMPS!!!

HEAVY WESTERN BEEF—

STEAK

FRESHLY SMOKED

CRISP

STEAKS

LOW, LOW PRICES. 2.

LITTLE PIG

2 lbs. 15c

59c Ib.

■

1.

CABBAGE

Top Round

T-Bone

BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop.
Established 1830
B

■»oooooooo«»oocooooocoooc»ooooo<

NEW GREEN

29c|lb.
14-0 *••••*"• oil

KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO.
VINALHAVEN - ROCKLAND - CAMDEN - UNION
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.
128-129

FRESH OR SMOKED

LEAN-ALL BEEF

MARITIME OIL CO.

Knox County Trust Company Checks Too.

PERRY’S MARKET
Ib. 29c
SHOULDERS

HAMBURG

BURPEE

Your Customers Use

37c

rockland, me.

S^-R

Will Process
Any Way You Like

CALL 1 3 7 1 - for Heat Packed
RANGE AND FUEL OIL

If You Look You'll See That So Many of

HERE AT

ROCKLAND
Maine

CLOSED WEDNESDAYS
AFTER 12.30 P. M.

WHOLE

MMmNMUMMt

YOU'LL SEE

CHICKEN

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY

upper Park st.

oooooooooooooos-soooo-s-soooooooooo

-YOU SAVE TWO WAYS:
THEY ARE

„rf'5

VEAL LEGS 29c

THOMASTON

Ieoh Davis Brooks

TIES, SOCKS UNDERWEAR,
SHOES

Mr. Astor's great place where the fort wag to be her third book In "By Sea On the
built, about a mile from the Tonquin" (The Caxton Printers,
mouth.
Ltd., Caldwell, Idaho, $4.50). And
It was necessary to make the what a thrillingly exciting book it
acquaintance of the native Chin is to read. E. Joseph Dreany, the
ook Indians, of Comcomly, their illustrator, has also illustrated “Up
king. Hadn't the live lumber told the Columbia For Furs,” Mrs.
Mr. Astor they were willing to en ( Dryden's second book (also pub
dure any hardship, risk, any dan lished by Caxton Printers). And
ger? Now they were to build a what breathtaking pictures tn her
fort in the wilderness world, recent book.
grapple with hardships undreamed
Leah R. Fuller.
of, and appease wild red men with
tons of blue heads.
Don't trust the fellow too far
Cecil Pearl Dryden has written who always trusts to luck.

enterprise would build its head
quarters at the mouth of the Col
umbia River, and the whole vast
interior would be tapped for furs.
Mr. Astor’s Dian called for the
sending of two expeditions to the
Oregon country, one by land and
the other by sea on the Tonquin.
It was in September, 1810. that
Captain Thorn’s voice, a bugle
blast, aroused everyone on board
ship to some kind of action, even
though Duncan McDougall had
charge of the expedition that
sailed from New York via Cape
Horn and the Sandwich Islands.
The overland group, led by Wil
son Price Hunt, left from St.
Louis.
Despite human discord, the ship
kept on the prescribed course.
Tragedies had been written here
and there in the log. It took sta
mina like the men possessed to
build a fur empire. And landing
was a thing of eventuality on the
first day of September, 1811, when
the little party of Astorians des
cended the Akanogan River to the

SMA LL'S

WENTWORTH FARMS — HOPE

ROCKLAND

Serving Knox County eince 1875
M-tf

With Matching Cap
Sizes 4-8
$12.95

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my hearty
thanks to all of my friends who
so generously and thoughtfully
sent me cards, letters, gifts and
flowers while I was confined in
the Camden Hospital these past
weeks. Everything was very much
appreciated.
Ruth H. Dow.
Friendship.
29*lt

IN MEMORIAM
UNFURN. 4 rm. apt. to let. first
In loving memory of my hus floor, new batih. TEL. 1058. 29-31
band. Fred W. Miller, who passed
HARDMAN Upright Piano for
away March 9. 1950.
sale, good condition TEL. 1058.
Gone but not forgotten, by
29-31
His wife, Mrs. Dora Miller.
• 29*lt

:

Toga Three

2 lbs. 49c
Prudence
TIN

28c

12 oz. jar 35c

Bosco

Tuna

3 bars 10c

Chicken of Sea
( hank Style

Oregano, Slade's

tin 33c
pkg. 12c

WESSON OIL

MARSHMALLOW

AJAX CLEANSER

FLUFF

2 tins 25c

Pint Bot.

Quart Bot.

2 jars 41c

Medium Size Pkg. FAB FREE

33c

63c

YOU’RE

SIGNS

SURE

CANNED GOODS
I

MORE NEW LOWER PRICES

Rolled Oats
Campbell's Beans2
French's Mustard
Argo Gloss Starch
Snow's
Prune Juice
Stewed Prunes
White Spray - Req. oi Quick

Coin Chowder

Sunsweet

Del Monte or
Sunsweet

PKG

ON'THB

35c
35c

Yoi

Only those who have tried

vegetab'es

a

Truly

deluxe

canned lood products.

1

TOMATOES

''AME DELICIOUS FRUIT

12 02
CANS

ONLY SMALLER
SMALLEF SIZE - IN EXTRA HEAVY SYRUP.
Halves

tfB

or Sliced

Jt

jj

16 or
JARS

Apricots

59c

Whole

3 5

' CAh^

Pee’ed

HEAVY

SUGAR SYRUP.

"can0’

Halves

MADE FROM RIPE CALIFORNIA VALENCIAS.

PURE JUICE —NOTHING ADDED.

I 9’ >4 07

Orange Juice

59c

16 02
CANS

I LB I or
CANS

CALIFORNIA BLENHEIM
VARIETY - PACKED WITH THE PITS IN FOR EXTRA FLAVOR.
BLENHI

OVC

can

FAMOUS NORTHWEST BLUE LAKE VARIETY - WONLERFUL NATURAL FLAVOR.

Green Beans

2

Regular cut

39c

cans

GREAT BIG TENDER PEAS THAT LITERALLY MELT IN YOUR MOUTH.

Tender Peas

B

69c

4

upsize

PACKED IN CALIFORNIA —FINE COLOR AND DELICATE SWEET FLAVOR.

Tomatoes

1

I LB 3 or
CANS

Fancy - Whole

SERVE THEM WHOLE STUFFED WITH CRAB OR SHRIMP.

beans

Tomatoes

Me
SWEET PEAS
Son*,’-'"* ■

I LB 12 or
CANS

Fancy - Whole

MADE FROM FULLY RIPE
CALIFORNIA TOMATOES.
Rll
PT2 02
CANS

Tomato Juice

PEARS

A DISTINCTIVE DIFFERENT MILDER AND SWEETER FLAVOR.
1 QT 14 oz
CANS

Tomato Juice

mayonnaise

FAMOUS BLUE LAKE VARIETY PACKED WHOLE. SMALL AND TENDER.

Beef Chicken or Turkey

r

I LB 14 or
CANS

or Sliced

Elberta Peaches

green BEANS
Vf ax'

finest

15 02

'^“79c

Richmond - Red RjP«

country's

tf,

Ha'ves

Elberta Peaches

CANS

4

CORN

the

ot

TREE-RIPENED — "HOME-STYLE" FOR EXTRA FLAVOR — IN EXTRA HEAVY SYRUP.

Bartlett Pears

4

Garden canned fruit and

line

One try will convince you.

LUSCIOUS EXTRA LARGE
HALVES - PACKED IN
LA

MAINE CORN

Garden quality know about

Yor’

the wondeilul experien:e ol

hnast pies

Wh°k

Green Beans

8 02
PKGS

49c

2

BLUE LAKE VARIETY — A DELUXE PACK — SERVE COLD OR HOT.

Green Beans

v"fe*'s,,k

can

29c

COLOSSAL SIZE-CALIFORNIA GROWN - EXTRA TENDER AND FLAVORFUL.

B & M Chicken Stew 1 ” 55c
Sof-Wite
43c
Hudson Napkins
2 K 23c
Mushrooms
... r...
33c
Pablum
«*•''•«»
2 && 39c
Borden's Biscuits b-i-'ne- 2
25c
Betty Crocker
2
46c
Finast Ketchup
2 iis 39c

Asparagus

can

Nibroc Bathroom Tissue

cans

Va
I

2

Crisco

Golden Fluffo

SHORTENING

SHORTENING

PRICE SALE
pkgs

47c

3wy I Package at Regu ar Price
Get I Package lor */•» Price

I LB
CAN

33c

•

£a1n

91c

CAN

47c

SHEET

■

33c

ENCYCLOPEDIA
Complete Your Set Now!
Sale Will Be Terminated
Saturday, March 17th

World Famous Quahty - Have a Supply

99c

ONLY

on Hand lor Good Eating

2

Vegetable Soup
Chicken

Cream of Tomato

25c

CANS

Chicken Noodlo.C-. ot Mushroom.

CANS

4

Educator Saltines
Sunshine Cheez-it

33c

" “ 47r

Gaines Dog Food
Red Pepper

cans

Same low belt-Servica Prices in AH Stores in This vicinity

BABY FOODS
Strained
4 7ars 39c

SYRUP
Red Label

29c 1 Blue Label
' 3 nd's 29c

I PI 8 oi

BOT
1

Pl B oi

BOT

Crackers

Stickney & Poor

We Reserve the R'aht tc Limit Quantities

Karo

Cereals

COMPLETE YOUR SET!
FUNK 6- WAGNALLS

HEINZ SOUPS

Beechnut

.

HURRY!

Low Prices on

can

Surf

I5V2 oz

All Green Spears

Crushed

Mazola Oil

Golden Cookies

For Cooking or Salads

Lemon or Molasses Rings
Raisin or Sugar Cookies

2

6 oz
PKGS

16 OB
CANS

l'/4«
SHAKER

PJ

26c

SOT

33c

c’a'n

63c

i9c

|7IZC

Kretschmer’s
Wheat Germ

25c

25c
37c
31c

>2 oi
JAR

33c

Mrs. Filberts Margarine.

Quarters

2 crtls 57c

]

RIGHT

SAVINGS!

ROAD TO

' -A

Total

Counts!
Listed below are just a tew of

Young, Tender Pork for Roasting

PORK LOINS
STEAKS
Choice -

■

7 RIB CUT

17«

Heavy Western Steer Beet

First National Store lor months.
I L8

Cloverdale - Quarteri

35c

BONE

LB

IN

LB

Corned Brisket

33c

12 os

Golden

CANS

Codfish Cakes

29c

LB

CHICKENS Pork Chops
to

LB

COOK

59c

LB

Bfcookudt

Freshly Ground Lean Beef - lb. 39c

Hamburg

ready

LBS

77c

No. I - Tasty

Smelts

CANS

2 lb 8 oz
PKG

10c
’cans'”

55c
45c

EGGS

An ideal Lenten food - there are
many ways to serve this taste
tempting food and they are high
in nutritious value. Buy them —
enjoy them - often.

Plump (or Stewing

i

19c

All Fresh Native Grade A

Sea load UatueA

4Se

I oi
PKGS

Whole Kernel

Best Center Cuts

lb. Av,.

CANS

Niblets Corn
Beardsley
Jiffy Biscuit Mix
Jiffy Pie Crust
Finast Tomato Juice 2
Lynden Boned Turkey

u59c

Lamb Fores
P/i l«

CELLO

SIZE

Boned and Rolled if Desired

or BROUens

CTNS

Pineapple Juice
Frozen Concentrate

Mildly Cured Corned Beet

65c

IB

reductions going on at your

Plymouth Rock

Shoulders

Face Rump, Top or Bottom
Round Well Trimmed

store wide program of price

Nabisco Sandwich

Fresh - Lean, Meaty

CHOICE

National. Yes, there’s been a

Oreo Creme
6 01
Dole
Gelatines
Dupont Sponges 3 SSIZ£l 29c

Choice - For Oven or Pot Roast - Boneless lb. 49c

Chuck Roast

prices you can expect at First

Ma» garine

69c

Heavy Western Steer Beef

the scores of everyday low

THErorflL
1 COUNT?

Porterhouse, T-Bone, Club, N. Y. Sirloin

ROASTS

COU^
rue

u 33c Oysters n89c

New Lower Price!

BAKERY VALUES

FRESH FARM PRODUCE

Joan Carol

BANANAS
2 lbs 29«

BLUEBERRY PIE
Chock Full ol

E

* Cracked Wheat Bread
* Bran Muffins

GRAPEFRUIT
c
4

J—c-i

* Sponge Layers

Hot Cross Buns

29

Florida - Solid, Juicy

B*ttyAld,n

White Bread

Nutritious

B,"’AW”

J—c*

Good Size

JwC,,#l

* Specially Priced This Week!
Florida Babijuice • Good Size

Oranges

FROZEN FOOD VALUES

McIntosh - U. S. Fancy - 2

Orange Juice 7<»” ©•»*•••

2

c‘a«

35c

Orange Juice

2

cans

29c

co».rd.i. - Bi, v.i„

DOZ

-bi9v.iu.

W

end Up

Potato Puffs
Morton Pies

"Yor” Garden
Beef. Chicken
or Turkey

Starkist Tuna Pie

10c off

Carrots
Andy Boy -

4 c™ 95c

Downyflake Waffles

CTNS

2

Snow Crop Orange Juice

2 cans 39c

CANS

PKGS

I 01 M M

Florida
Sugar Added

CAN
REG
ROLLS
REG

ROLL
REG
ROLLS

Aluminum Foil
Mirabel
Pure Preserves
Vegetable, Ce’ery,

Asparagus, etc. Soups

2 '£« 25c
'“,1?"

Ajax Cleanser
Dill Pickles

10c

I LI 12 n
CAN

Save 2c
Large Whole

Crisp, Pascal

CELLO

perFECT FOR lent

PKG

eyre^w'The/re Better. Nic.stpiih
You ve Ever Tasted - fry Them

Onions

37c

Sticks

LBS

finast haddock

New, Firm, Green Meads

Cabbage

’k* 55c

Gorton’s Scallops

Saran Wrap
Reynolds
Strawberry
Campbell's
Salt

Mild, Yellow

35c

Minute Maid Orange Juice

CELLO

Celery

2 c’t~s 47c

Orange Juice
Scot Towels

Habitant Pea Soup

Apples

X PKGS 'JJC
2 vis" 39c

DOZ

Diamond or Sterling

Topped and Washed

Garden Peas

MEDIUM SIZE

Yellow and Mellow

49<

Delicious Berries

_

DOZ

LARGE SIZE

fish sticks

LBS

ALL HADDOCK

10 STICKS

Serna Lov Self-Service Prices in All Stores »n This Vicinity — We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

FIRST

1
I‘
h

Red Heart

Armour

national
Armour

3

stores

Armour

8 oz

$'

PKGS

Armour

Armour

Kraft

Swiss Cheese

DEVILED MEAT

VIENNA SAUSAGE

MACARONI DINNER

Kraft - Sliced Natural

3’^ 25c 2»7c

2 c?ns 37c

CORNED BEEF HASH
DOG FOOD

Bnf
■ i v- < >

2

29c

TREET
12 “
CAN

CHOPPED HAM

‘XSr

can

47c

X

CANS

0 /C

Get 25c Refund by Sending 2 I ebs s

Details in All Slots*

2

29c

%S 41c

Fog« She

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, March 8, 1956

USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
FOR SEILING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
HERE'S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements In this column not to ezreed three lines Inverted
once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
rents for each line, half price each additional time nsed. Five
small words to a line.
Special Notice! All “blind ads” so called, L e, advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Conrier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 15 cents additional.
A name sbonld appear on all classified ads to secure best reenlta.
Those with phone or street number only arc not advised.
ALL CLASSIFIED*—CASH
No classified ads will be accepted without the cash and no bookkeening will be maintained for these ads.
ALL MIST BE PAID FOB
a* received except from firms or individuals maintaining regular
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
Line.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
stove

MAGIC Chef 4 burner
with oven and broiler for sale.
Like new $35. E. A. MUNSEY.
Tel. 1711.
29-lt
SMALL Portable Victor adding
machine for sale. Nine million
dollar capacity. Only $85. STATE
NEWS COMPANY
29-31
CHRYSLER
Crown
Straight
Drive Marine Enginp for sale,
excellent cond. Fresh water only.
$450
GEORGE MURPHY. Jef
ferson. Tel. No. Whitefield 7-3084.
28*30
THREE piece Parlor Set for
sale, $55; China Closets. $15 up;
overstuffed Chairs. $10 up: maple
Divanolas and chairs reasonable;
chrome Breakfast Set. $20; extra
Chairs and Table, very reason
able; Beds complete with box
spring and mattress. $25; many
other articles. ELSIE J. WAL
LACE. Tel. CRestwood 3-2551.
_____________________________ 28-39
10.4 CU. FT. International Har
vester Refrig. for sale. 2 yrs. old.
in perf. cond. Going away, must
sacrifice. $150. MRS. KENNETH
HOPKINS, Vinalhaven. Tel. 17914.
27-29
BEAl'TIFl'I, Bloomin- Gloxinias
ard African Violets for sale. Also
fresh cut flowers in variety at a'.l
times. Floral designs for all occa
sions. DEAN'S NURSERY, 325 Old
County Rd.. Tel MS
27-tf
“.35 MTLUMETER Eastman K<p
dak for sale. Cost $120. sell for $60.
Also power tools for sale. Reasonable. CALL 1456-W.
27-29
HORSES for sale. Trade or buy
ALMON L. BURNS. Friendship,
Tel. Waldoboro TEmple 2-9211
27*29

ONE steam heat electric radia
tor for sale.
Perfect condition,
used just two months. Cost less
than three cents an hour to
operate. Ideal for cottage, srparp
room. bathroom. Yellow. $30.
Also a Wilcox-Gay Recordio. This
machine is a combination radio.
! record player, public address »ysI |em an(j reCord maker. Complete
with microphone. $65. Call THOM
ASTON 201-2. Can be seen any
time.
29-31
1955 37 FT. House Trailer for
sale. 2 bedrooms, bath, living
room and kitchen. Like new.
Priced low' for quick sale. Tel
KamdeN 649 during the day. 29-31

REAL ESTATE

ON Penobscot Bay and on Rt.
1. 6 large wedl furnished cabins
for sale. Sale incl. owners 4 rm. |
cottage. Price $14,000. SECURITY
REAL ESTATE CO.. Dorothy
Dietz. Camden 2117 or 8897 . 29-lt
AN attractive low priced home
with extra apartment to produce
i monthly income. 4 rooms, glassed porch and flush, first floor; 3
rooms and full bath second floor.
Some aluminum windows. 1-car
garage. A good opportunity to own
your own home, with a steady in
come. Price $6,300. ALLEN IN
SURANCE AGENCY.
David H.
Montgomery, Pres.. Tel. Camden
2296.
29-lt
CONFUCIUS RAYDUMB MAN Believe All He Read.
WISE MAN Come To BICKNELL
Buy Where Others Sell
I have a nice house, eight rooms
and two baths 11 modern - 1 old)
located on a double lot in the cen
tral part of town. It is newly
painted and decorated, alum,
ELECTROLUX
comb, windows, oil-steam heat,
BALES AND SERVICE
electric hot water heater. Taxes
Your Rockhind Representative
undeT $100 Price $12 000. It’s a
Since 1911
good buy and worth a try.
REGINALD H. KISS ELL
CHARLES E. BICKNELL. II
Rockland 163-M
Reailtor
27-29
497 Main St.
Tel. 1647-W
29-31
FOR SAIaE
Not brand new but in very good
$9500
condition are all items at Up
Rockland. North End home of 7
ton’s Thrift Shop. Camden. Spring rooms all modern improvements.
clothes now' on lay-away plan Good sized kitchen, small dining
and some bargains in winter room, and large living room down.
clothes to put away for next year. 3 good bedrooms with full bath up.
Who can afford to turn down these Full cement basement with small
bargains? Good quality clothes playroom. Forced hot air by oil,
for less than some cheap new electric hot water, exterior paint
clothes. Bring in the spring ed in ’55. This house w'ith its con
clothes your family have out- venience to schools and shopping
grown
someone else can use while on quiet street will make
them, and see all the other items, s-ome family a fine home. FHA or
including ice and roller skates at
GI financing.
UPTON S THRIFT SHOP. 39 Union
$8400
•
Owner leaving state brings an
OXYGEN and Acetylene Cylind other
fine North End home of
ers for sale. Why lease or pay de 7 rooms on the market. The 1st
murrage? The best deal in town floor has large living room with
on gases, equipment and supplies. fireplace, small den or TV room,
20% discount on all torches and dining room and kitchen. 3 nice
regulators. Can be financed. MOR bedrooms and tile bath on 2nd
RIS GORDON & SON Rockland floor. Forced hot air heat is 3
.
19-tf years old. full basement, con
tinuous hot water. This property
can be Gl'd and will also FHA
- LARGEST $7508
IJnoIeum Selection In Town
Thomaston—This home situated
• Ft - 9 Ft - 12 Ft Widths
on good sized lot on quiet street
Expert Mechanics For
is ideal family size. 4 good sized
Installation If Desired.
rooms and bath down. 3 rooms up.
Tel. 939 For Free Estimates
Oil fired hot water heating ays
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO. tom. 2 car garage, low’ taxes make
Where Willow and Rankin
this an extra good buy.
Streets Meet
$5800
$79 MAIN ST.
BOCKLAND
South Thomaston Handy village
48-Th-tf | home of 6 rooms, full bath, forced
hot air floor furn inee, nice barn
PROMPT Relief Piles Psoria about an acre of land.
sis, Eczema. Chap. “Roberts R<
These are but a few' of our
Hable Salve” Effective 65 yrs. many fine listings, why not give
Satisfaction Guaranteed. 3-1 oz. a call today whether you’re think
cans.-$1.00. Postpaid. ROBERTS ing of buying or selling a home.
PHARMACY. Liston Falls. Maine
Call 599
DON HENRY AGENCY
99 Park Street, Rockland
NEW Cast Iron Furnaces for
General Insurance
sale for coal, wood, installed w'itn Real Estate
3 pipes only $300. Also forced air
oil systems. 275 gal. tank install
Dupl< x In rood • ond $5500
ed by experts in 1 day complete,
TWO-Apt House with extra apt.
no upset. Anywhere. Nothing to over garage, new plumbing and
pay ’til May, then take 36 mo:*. heati-ng in exceptionally good
We call. Write today. SUPERIOR cond., $8900.
HEATING co
W Bbei
Five-room house with bath, hot
St., Portland, Tel. Sp. 3-8617.
and cold water, garage, $5500.
16*30
All in city, handy
H. S SAVAGE, 49S, Willow St.,
FOR SAIzE
28-30
Pistols, shotguns, rifles, tele Tel. 1228.
scope sights, mounts, ammunition,
handloading supplies, and other
shooting accessories. CAMDEN
FOR REAL ESTATE
SPORTING GOODS.
(Allan N I
Forsyth), Sherman’s Point, Phone 1
Austin D. Nelson
Camden 2675,
1-tf I
--------------------------------------------------- I
CALL 928
41 Limerock St
Rockland
148-tf
HOUSE-SKERMAN, INC
mesa
Yonr
OBOSLEY-BENDIX
NEW HnmpR for srIp
Thrpp
Dealer
bedroom modo-n homes with view
'442 MAIN ST
ROCKLAND^ of harbor I,arge Jots at Penbay
PHONS 731
Acres. Oak floors, plastered walls
131-tfl and cpiling; modern kitchen and
bath. FHA financing $1600 down.
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale; reg Monthly payments $63.14. See our
home.
MORGAN
C.
ular $10 95 for $6 95. NORTH model
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST ELMER. Contractor — Telephone
Thomaston.
___ 1-tf Rockland 319 or Camden 3130
(evenings)
25-36
PIPE FOR SALE
Black and galvanized. All sizes,
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO .
Lime St.
1-tf
Cousens* Realty
BABY Parakeets for sale, full
line of parakeet foods and mineral
Business Opportunities
health grit. GRACE S GARDENS.
Cottages, Lots and Dwellings
Mrs. Charles A. Swift, 9 Booker
31 LIMEROCK ST.
St., Thomaston. Tel. 374.
1-tf
WINDOW SHADES aadlfLINDS
TEL. 1538
for sale, custom made Call us.
free installation. Tel. 801
SEA
AcruM from Fuel Office
COAST PAINT CO, 440 Main St.,
152-tffc
Roduand.
1-tf

to everything

NORTH HAVEN
ETTA F. BEVERAGE
Correspondent
Telephone 18-4

All North Haven Republicans
have been urged to attend a cau
cus which is to take place at Le
gion Hall, Tuesday, March 13. at
8 p. m. In calling the caucus,
Lloyd F. Crockett, town chairman,
announced that the GOP meeting
is for the purpose of electing
members and officers of thc North
Haven Committee, electing Dele
gates and Alternates to the Re
publican State Convention and the
Congressional District Convention,
and nominating candidates for
membership on the Knox County
Republican Committee.
George Brown has been doing
some carpenters’ work at Vinal
haven on a building recently
purchased by Lawrence V. Bev
erage.

A large “Seth Thomas” clock
has been installed in the lobby at
the Post Office even this “Time”,
waits for no man.
Syman Hospital who has been a
hospital patient, is now at 20
Phillips St.. Boston, and will be
glad to hear from friends.
The North Haven Lions Club
met on Monday night Feb. 27th
at Nebo Lodge. Prop, and Mrs.

REAL ESTATE
SMALL 6 room house on No. 1
highway for sale, in Rockport. 3
acres. Good chance for garden
etc. 125 ft. frontage on highway.
$3,200 for quick sale. W. E.
OGIER. RFD Box 44. Rocknort.
29*31
New Listings:
Twin houses on Broadway cen
trally located. Both in. top notch
condition with cement cellars, elec
tric hot water heaters. One with
enclosed heated porch lighted by
picture windows, living room and
stairs covered with beautiful wall
to wall carpet, imported wall
papers, pink tile bath, ultra in ail
the best w’ays. 6 rooms and bath
in each. $11.00 and $20,000.
Rockland: South End; Big Cor
ner lot. this property outstanding
in appearance. New cellar with
new hot air furnace, electric hot
water heater, copper tubing. 1st
floor: long living room with fire
place, modern kitchen, dining
room. new bath. 2nd floor:
3 bedrooms, good closets.
New
storm windows. Excellent condi
tion $11,550.
Rockland, North End: With
clos-e stereoptlcan view of moun
tains from picture window. 6-room
house and connecting barn with
cellar under both. New kitchen
and bath, new hot air furnace, 80gal. electric hot w’ater heater,
aluminum window's. $8500 for
house and appx. 15 acres. House
and lot for les« price. Splendid
buy for some GI. School bus ser
vice.
Central below Union: 10-room
house with bath and extra flush,
coment cellar. Ideal for rooming
house. $10,000.
Cushing: Overlooking water in
pretty cove. 7-room house with
full cellar, multi-pipe coal fur
nace. full bath, electric hot w’ater
heater, 3 bedrooms. Attached
barn, outbuildings. $8000.
Very
good condition.
Overlooking Chickawaukie: This
is new’ in that the property will be
divided. 90 acre farm. 50 acres
w’ith lake frontage. 6 room house
containing 4-room apartment in
ell. large barns to sell for $10,500.
40 acres overlooking Bay from
some vantage points. $3500.
Liberty: 150-acre farm, woodlot
and fishing stream. House with all
conveniences. Barns well equip
ped for poultry. $5000 annual in
come from poultry. $14,000.
Thomaston: In very flne condi
tion. elegant style house of big
verandas, spacious law’n. 3 stories
and widow’s w’alk or pent house.
Granite foundation, cement floor
cellar, hot water heat, 8 rooms
and bath. $18,000.
Thomaston: Full cellar, cement
floor, gas floor furnace. 1st floor
kitchen with w’hite sink, good cup
board space, living room, full
bath; 2nd floor: 2 bedrooms. Gar
age, 2-story henhouse, extra lot.
$6800
Rockland. North End: 7-room
house, 2 full baths, steam heat,
hot water from furnace. Enclosed
sunporch overlooking golf course.
Aluminum window’s first floor,
Barn conmipletely renovated to ac
commodate 2 cars plus. Large lot
for garden, etc. Excellent condi
tion. $16,000.
Rockland. Central: 7 rooms. 1*4
baths, sunporch. hot w’ater heat,
cement cellar, electric hot water
heater, garage. Very good condij tion. $12,000.
Rockland. Central: 2-apartment
house. 5 rooms and bath in each.
, garage. Steam heat with oil. hot
water from boiler. Fine location
excellent condition. $11,500.
Owls Head: 9 rooms, bath, coal
furnace, attached barn, lot 80x100,
artesian well with electric pump
Some view of water. Will GI
$7500.
Lincolnville Center: 3 rooms
with cellar, center of- town, $2000
Clark Island: 4 rooms, hard
wood floors, cement cellar, dug
well, electric pump, large lot,
$4000.
Union Common: Building on
corner, apartments and store,
stone foundation, town w’ater,
$6000.
Business: Woodworking shop
carpenter shop and tools, grocery
stores, dress dhop. variety store,
rooming . establishments,
light
lunch, The Flying Saucer.
OOUSENS REALTY
James S. Cousens
Licensed Real Estate Broker
21 Limerock Street
Tel. 1538
29-lt

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Lloyd Crockett served a delicious
roast beef dinner to ten members,
and three guests. Ray Arey, Alex
Christie and Charles Newbold of
Vinalhaven. Dick Ball, Prop, of
the laland Mink Form gave a
most interesting talk on Mink, ex
hibiting five very beautiful speci
men of his. The next meeting w’ill
be on March 12th which will be
Ladies Night, with Jim Moore as
guest speaker.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglass Stone
have purchased a piece of land
of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd F. Crockett
on thc main road just below the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Start
which is opposite that of the late
James Pendliton.
“Doug” and
Charlene plan to get a house there
in the near future, as he is busy
clearing it up.

Audrey Lincoln gave Mrs. Doug
lass Stone a stork shower at the
home of Douglass’ aunt Mrs. WARREN
Olive Lermond. Charlene receiv
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
ed many nice and useful gifts
Telephone CRestwood 3-2491
from those present.
Refresh
ments were served by Mrs.
Lincoln assisted by Charlenes’
Mrs. Cornelius Overlook, who
mother Mrs. Lena Gilchrist Stone, has been a patient at the Maine
and Mrs. Jeanette Hopkins.
General Hospital in Portland the
past three months was brought to
the Burkett Nursing Home at 4
EAST LIBERTY
Lake avenue, Rockland. Sunday.
Mrs. Sewart Chase is on a
She is gaining and able to see
month's visit writh her relatives
friends.
in England. She is accompanied
The Field and Garden Club will
by her youngest daughter. Nata
resume
its meetings Friday after
lie. This is her first visit since
noon at the home of Mrs. Willis
coming here ten years ago.
Vinal, after a recess of two
Ralph L. Howes, son of Mr. and
months. Speaker Friday will be
Mrs. Leroy M. Howes has been
Rev. Curtis Cady Busby, his sub
named to the honor roll at the
ject, “Geology”.
Maine Vocational Technical Insti
Worship Service
Mrs. Edna Nash, who has been
tute in South Portland where he
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wood
At the Sunday morning service is a machine shop student.
Mrs. Simpson had pussywillows
Mrs. Arlene Green of Tarry-, cock in Thomaston, has returned
and forcythia beautiful arranged, town, N. Y.. son Stephen and wife to her home at Oyster River.
also a bouquet of camilia from were weekend visitors of her
Meetings of Boy Scout Troop 224
Mrs. Ratharyn Babbidge sent by mother, Mrs. Jessie Sprague and have been changed from Thursday
her daughter Dr. and Mrs. As family. Stephen is on a short fur to Monday nights each week. Re
bury Sappington of Thomaston. lough from the service. He is sta organized the troop has for a
Georgia.
The
Pastor,
Rev. tioned in Newfoundland.
meeting place now, the old fire
George R. Merriam spoke on “The
Mrs. Ruby Adams entertained house on Riverside street.
New Vision of Christ”. The choir a party of ladies to a pink and
A sewing class sponsored by the
sang “The Beautiful City” by blue shower Friday evening in evening Extension Association will
W’ilson-Atchinson with Mrs. Flo honor of Mrs. Nathan Peaslee, be held March 16 at 7.30 with Mrs.
rence S. Brown, Mrs. Orilla who received an abundance of nice Charles Kigel.
Mrs. Adelle Stanford’s birthday
Sampson and Mrs. Maude Simp gifts. Refreshments were served.
son taking special parts; and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cossar and was remembered last Friday by
‘What Would I Do Without Thee” son. Scottie of Methuen, Mass., co-workers in the school hot lunch
Chisholm-Llewellyn.
called on his sister, Edyth Cossar program including Mrs. Ellen
Waisanen, Mrs. Marion Manner,
There were 65 at Sunday School at the McLain home, Monday.
and substitute. Mrs. Annie Lchto.
in spite of the weather. At the
11 year old daughter of Mr. and
evening services there was a MATINICUS
Mrs. Waino Lehto made the birth
tape recording from Rev. John
Mrs. Arthur Philbrook and Ida- day cake that day. Ice cream was
Beverage (son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mae Geary have been guests of served.
Albert L. Beverage) a Christian
relatives in Rockland.
The selectmen will be in session
Missionary in San Sabastian.
Clifford Young went to Rockland Monday afternoon from 12.30 to 6
Huehuetenango. Guatemala, Cen
Saturday.
p. m. at the municipal building to
tral America, as a special feature,
The Mary-A came Saturday be revise and correct the voting lists.
follow’ed by the sermon by the
cause of the heavy winds on Fri
Henry Laukka. general chair
Pastor.
day.
man of the spring minstrel show
The Fellowship meeting will be
Mrs. Kenenth Ames and children by the Lions Club requests that
Wednesday evening at 7.30 at the
have been visiting relatives in all interested in singing in the
parsonage.
Vinalhaven.
chorus will meet at .30 March 16,
Stork Showers
Saturday supper guests of Mr. a. Glover Hall.
On Friday evening a stork and Mrs. Norris Young were: Mr.
shower was held in The Legion and Mrs. Harold Bunker, Mr. and
Home by Mrs. Richard Shields, Mrs. Edwin Ames and Mr. and
with Mrs. Barbara Adams and Mrs. Clayton Young.
VINALHAVEN
Mrs. Corrice Gillis hostaesses.
PATRICIA DUNCAN
There were many friends and
Correspondent
LOST
Tel. 172
neighbors in attendance and Jean

AND FOUND

received many lovely and useful
WHITE long haired cat lost,
gifts. Refreshments w’ere served. possibly in vicinity of Main street
On
Saturday
evening
Mrs. and Public Landing. TEL. 1658W.
29-31
LARGE. Pure White Male Cat
lost, vicinity of Tea street. Great
ly lov«d by family. Finder noti
HOUSEKEEPER wanted for el fy AtFRED CHURCH Tel. 188.
derly man in country home. Con City.
28-30
tact ROBERT ESANCY.
Tel.
Washington 12-23.
28*32
EGGS & CHICKS
WANTED
Opportunity for housewives. 3
SEX-LINK chicks from Maine
part time and 2 full time workers U. S Approved Pullorum typhoid
wanted. Car a necessity. Write clean for sale.
An exceptional
NELL, c/o THE COURIER- GA
ZETTE.
27-29 cross for good livability, large
eggs and heavy birds.
DUTCH
PAINTING and Paperhanging, NECK HATCHERY. Melville W.
inside and out, all work positively DAVIS. Tel. TEmple 2-9480, Wal
guaranteed. Will furnish material doboro. Maine.
8-‘.f
Work accepted Warren to Camden
CLEMENTS RED-ROCK BLACK
Estimates free.
VAN E. RUS
SELL. Phone 676-M
Post Office PULLETS — Rugged health, low
Box 701, Rockland
73tf mortality and high flock aver
ages make them favorites for
egg
production.
gjarajBfZfzrazjazrajHjgjgn’rzp, commercial
Maine — U. S. Approved Pul
lorum
Clean.
Also
Legaorr
CROSS
Pullet Chicks, Reds, and Golden
Crosses for eggs — White Rocks
PHARMACY
for meat and hatching eggs. Write
CLEMENTS CHICKS, INC., Route
33. Winterport. Maine.
(2)

WANTED

PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
DRUGS * SUNDRIES

TEL. 1204

TO LET

TWO large room furn. apt. to
let. Adults
Also rooms. TEL.
373 MAIN STREET
308-W.
29*31
BOCKLAND. MAINE
THREE room apt. to let. (urn.
92-Th-tf j
|zHHJarajzj?iajzjzrazrerejajap-itu or unfurn Cen. Loc. For infor
mation TEL. 632 .
29-tf
LISTINGS wanted Tracts, cot
UNFURN. 4-room Apt. to let.
tages, camps, farms, homes, busi Main St., locatfion overlooking
nesses. etc., etc. Our company harbor. TEI,. 1995 for details.
advertises to over 4,000.000 news ____ ________ ___
28-30
paper and farm paper readers
Four looms and bath, heated
every week Mails thousands of big newly
decorated,
unfurnished
catalogs every year. This adver Apartment to let
in private
tising is free to owners but is home.
excellent
neighborhood.
reserved for properties that repre Thomaston
Private
entrance
sent the best value for the price Elec, stove and refrigerator. Ga
asked. Cecil L. Pendleton. Rep., rage, adults. $45 month,
FOUR EFFS REALTY. 77 Sum liquor.
Write L.P.E.. c/o The
mer St.. Rockland. Maine.
22-30 Courier-Gazette
28 30
BABY Carriages. High Chairs,
ATTRACTTVELY Furn Apt for
cribs, mattresses, walkers, bassi discriminating adults to let; 1 or
nettes wanted, also toppers and 2 bedrooms. central location
other spring clothes
UPTON S references. TEL. 1620.
28-30
THRIFT SHOP, 39 Union street,
THREE Rm and Bath Apt. to
27-29
let, elec, stove and refrig., ther
SALESMEN WANTED
mostatic heat and hot water. TEL
Unlimited earnings under our 1616.
27*29
salary and commission plan. All
TWO Rm. Furn. Apt. to let, sec
benefits including life insurance,
hospital and dependents. Car ond floor. Adults. Apply 12 WAR
27-tf
necessary.
Apply by phone to REN STREET.
THREE Room Upstairs Furn
TEL. 1724 for appointment. 8-tf
TWENTY-FOUR HR. Photo Ser apt. to let. Continuous hot water
27-29
vice. Ask for it at your local store TEL. 1074-M.
FIVE Room Heated Unfurnish
or at GIFFORD’S, Rockland, Me.
1-tf ed apt to let at 36 PLEASANT
26-tf
DON’T discard your old or ST.. Tel. 1061-R.
SUNNY 3 rm.. 1st floor apt. to
antique furniture. Call H. JOHN
NEWMAN for restoring and re- let; flne loc . bath. hAc water
flnishlng, 48 Masonic St.. Tel adults. 87 NORTH MAIN ST 27*29
1106-M.
ltf
WALLPAPER Steamer to let by
CARR'S WALL
IRON, Steel, Metal, Rage and day or night.
Batteries
wanted.
Call
123. PAPER AND PAINT CTR., 586
24-tf
MORRIS GORDON A SON. Cor. Main street.
Leland and Tea Sts . Rockland.
I'NFURN. Apt. in Thomaston
ta-tt to let. four rms. and bath. Stove in
kitchen. 19 BREWSTER ST., or
Tel. 1051-R.
22-tf
Picture Framing
UNFURN. 4-rm. apt. to let. with
heat, h&c water, waste removed
Adults only, no pets. Inquire in
person at 8 SUMMER ST.
13-tf
FURNISHED Apartment to let,
adults.
Inquire in person at 11
JAMES STREET
147-tf
HEATED and Unheated Furn
apts. to let. from $7 to $15 a week.
Fully equipped with bath, free hot
and cold water, some with elec,
stoves, rubbish removed free. V
F STUDLEY. 77 Park St. Tel
8060 and 172 Broadway, Tel. 1234
1-tf

Camden

FHOMASTON
News and Social Items, Notice, and Advertisements may ba
or telephoned to
MRS. GEORGE NEWBERT. HIGH ST.. TEL. 156-6

Mrs. Priscilla Monroe is sub
stituting on the Hot Lunch at the
Lura Libby School for Mrs. Rita
Stone.
Sumner Archer is attending a
school of instruction in Bangor in
connection with his duties with
the New England Telephone and
Telegraph Co.
Theer will be a Girl Scout Lead
ers’ meeting Tuesday at 7.30 at
the home of Mrs. Douglas Vinal.
A discussion of the cookie sale
will be held.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Buzynski
and son. David, spent the weekend
in Gorham visiting Mr. and Mrs.
Marshall Richardson.
Robert Young of Boston spent
the weekend with his parents Mr.
and Mrs. Hollis Young. On Tues
day he went to Norfolk. Va., in the
interest of the John Hancock In
surance Company.
Members of Beta Alpha met at
the Baptist parsonage Monday
night with 20 present. A short
bus-iness meeting was led by Mrs.
Frank Buzynski as president. Re
freshments were served by Mrs.
Darold Hocking. Mrs. Warren
Ford and Mrs. Ralph Jackson.
The planning committee of the
Cub Scouts met Tuesday evening
at the Federated Church with
seven members present.
Plans
were made for thc March Pack
meeting which will be held Fri-

ning. Lunch was served and thc
evening passed playing cards with
time out to watch the ' $64,000
Question” on TV.
Walter Geary was pleasantly
surprised Saturday night with a
birthday party in his honor given
by his wife. A group of friends
arrived at his home for an eve
ning of enjoyment. Mr. Geary re
ceived many nice gifts. The eve
ning was passed playing games of
which Cora Peterson was in
charge. Prizes were won by Lucy
Skoog. Patsy Bradley, Charles
Polk,
Jr..
Ambrose Peterson,
Charles Bradley, and Carrie Ben
nett.
Lunch of birthday cake,
The Knit Wits met with Mrs. sandwiches and coffee was served.
Elizabeth Bunker on Tuesday eve
ning. Lunch was served and a
social evening enjoyed.
Well Baby Clinic was held at UNION
Dr. Earle’s office on Tuesday MRS. FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
Correspondent
morning wiht Miss Rascoe and
Telephone 10-24
Dr. Earle in attendance.
The Non Eaters met with Mrs.
Gertrude Sellers on Thursday for
Mr. and Mrs. T. Charles Dan
dinner and a social afternoon.
forth have returned from two
Mrs. Elizabeth Roberts and Mrs. weeks spent in Florida.
Bessie Geary were in Rockland
Mrs. Mabel Marks and daugh
Tuesday to attend classes at the ter Eleanor Marks of Bath were
Industrial Clinic. They returned visitors in Union Tuesday.
home Wednesday.
Friendly Circle of the Metho
Rev. W. S. Stackhouse is at dist Church served dinner to a
tending the Ministers Retreat in small attendance Tuesday, due to
Augusta.
the flu epidemic among many of
Helen Haskell was hostess to their members. A business meet
The Night Cappers Tuesday eve- ing followed. The Circle voted to
hold a Silver Tea on the afternoon
of April 18 at the vestry, with
Martha Fuller, Ciara Day, Au
MY prices are the lowest and byne Hawes, Christine Barker
my work is the best. 20 years ex
perience. Floor sanding.
R. L and Emma Robbins, committee
RICHARDS. Tel 952
5-Th*32 for arrangements; Circle also votrd to hold their annual chicken pie
Accounting and Bookkeeping
Service
supp»*r in the month of May. The
Income Tax Reports
dinner committee for April is Mae
HENRY A. LEONARD
Tel. 52-5
Union Burnham, Lilia Morton and Edna
22*33 McKinley.
John Clark, son of Mr. and Mrs.
WE repair and service all
makes of sewing machines and Robert Clark entertained several
vacuum cleaners. SINGER SEW of his schoolmates on his eighth
ING MACHINE CO ,
395 Main birthday Saturday afternoon.
street, Rockland. Tel. 1724. 8-tf
Friday, March 9, the annual
MUSIC lessons, Trumpet, Trom meeting of the Chamber of Com
bone, Clarinet, Saxophone and
Accordion. GIFFORDS. TeL 146 merce will be held at the Thomp
121tf son Memorial Buildnig. James
Pelletier of Augusta will be the
speaker.
Herbert Hawes and John Burns
MEDIUM
Readings.
reliable attended the Eastern States Farm
advice. Send 10 questions $1.06
Exchange in Springfield,
MRS E. MERITHEW, 838 Cypress ers’
Ave., Ukiah. Calif.
28*30 Ma ss. Richard Linscott of Wash
MARY CUNNINGHAM Modem ington accompanied them.
School of Dancing. Ballet. Tap, 2
Mr. and Mrs. T. Raymond Dan
to 5 p. m. and Ball Room 6 to forth. Mrs. Florence Calderwood
7 p. m. every Monday at the Tow and Mrs. Doris Miller attended
er Room Community Bldg., Rock
land; Ballet and Tap 2 to 5 p. m. funeral services for the late Ar
every Wednesday at the Wey thur Overlook held at South Lib
mouth Grange Hall in Thomaston, erty. Monday afternoon.
and Ball Room every other week.
Jesse Fuller of South Portland,
17-tf
was a business caller recently in
HELL! WELL! WEI.L!
If it is water you need, write town and a guest of his sister,
R. W. DRINKWATER. Well Drill Mrs. Raymond Danforth.
ing Contractor. P. O. Box 135,
Election of Officers
Camden.
Tel. 2768. Installment
Orient Chapter, O.E.B. held its
plan also available, no down pay
ment necessary. Member of New annual meeting and election of of
England and National Association
1-tf

SERVICES

MISCELLANEOUS

PLUMBING and HEATING
FREE ESTIMATES

ARTHUR CULLEN
LICENSED PLUMBER
12 North St.
Thomaston, Me.
Tel. 264
74-tf

SPRECHEN SIE DEUTSCH?
Translations and private German
Lessons
Contact CHARLOTTE
UPTON. Camden 2088.
67-tf
Fly Northeast Airlines, connec
tions made for all lines. Oiffords
Rockland Me
89tf

CESSPOOLS ANO SEPTICTANKS
Cleaned, repaired and Installed,
automatic cleaning
equipment.
Free in epeetion and estimates
8ANI SEPTIC SERVICE, locally
owned and operated. Tel. Camden
2687.
T3tf

LOSE

UGLY FAT
IN 10 DAYS OR MONEY BACK
U you are overweight, here Is really thrill
ing news. A new convenient way to get rid
of exira pounds easier than ever, so you
can be as slim and trim as you want. Thia
new product, called BENATBOL. curb*
both hunger and appetite. No drugs, no
exercise
Absolutely harmless. Users are
simply amazed with results. When you take
BENATROL you still enjoy your meals, still
eat foods you like but you simply don't
have the urge for extra portions. Auto
matically your weight must come down,
because, as your own doctor will tell you.
when you eat less, you weigh less. Excess
weight endangers your heart, kidneys. No
matter what you have tried before, get
BENATROL and prove to yourself what it
can do. BENATROL is sold on this GUAR
ANTEE. You must lose weight with the
first package or money back. BENATROL
costs $3 00 aud is sold on this guarantee by:

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY
Main A Park Sts.
Rockland
Mail Orders Filled

day. March 23. The subject will
be “Bottom Of The Sea.’’ John
Morrison led the meeting.
A Lenten Parish Conference and
picnic supper was held Tuesday
evening for members of St. John’s
Episcopal Church at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Files. There
were 18 members present. Rev.
E. O. Kenyon showed a film on
“Missions in Haiti.” Plans were
made for the Confirmation and
tea which will be held Sunday.
Miss Helen Studley was re-elect
ed president of the Star Circle
Tuesday evening at the home of
Mrs. Guy Lermond. Other offi
cers elected were: Vice President,
Miss Nellie Tibbetts; secretarytrasurer, Mrs. Leila Smalley. Mrs.
Otto Rodamer was chosen as gen
eral chairman of events.
The
March project will be selling jew
elry and pocketbooks.
Fifteen
members were in attendance.
Mrs. Robert Blake was co-hos
tess.
Mrs. Douglas Vinal and daugh
ter, Donna entertained at a
Mother and Daughter Canasta
party Saturday evening. Invited
guests were; Mrs. Harold Quinn
and daughter. Sharon. Mrs. Lawrence Hill and daughter. Judy,
and Mrs. Alfred Starr and daugh
ter. Diane. Prizes were won by
Mrs. Quinn and Sharon. Refresh
ments were served.

ficers Friday, thc following to
serve for the incoming year: Mary
Gurney, worthy matron; Clifton
Durkee, worthy patron; Mary
Clark, associate matron; Norman
Clark, associate patron; Gladys
Cramer, secretary; Marion Al
den, treasurer; Virginia Hannon,
conductress; Ann Burgess, associ
ate conductress; Ethel Creighton,
Marie Butler Clinton Cramer,
finance committee
Installation ceremonies will be
Tuesday, March 27. with District
Deputy Grand Matron Constance
Durkee, installing officer, assisted
by Ruth Pease, marshal, Georgie
Durkee, chaplain, Leah Sherman,
pianist.
Friday, March 16, a regular
meeting will be held and the de
gree conferred on candidates. Re
freshment committee for that
evening is Mildred Goff, Jackie
Hawes. Grace Walker and Alice
Williams.

Orff's Corner
MRS. ALBERT ELWELL
Correspondent
Telephone Temple 2-9454

Mrs. Milda Mecsham has re
turned to her home in Lexington.
Mass., after several weeks’ visit
with Mrs. Beatrice Kleinberg and
family.
Mrs. Doris Prock, Mrs. Jean
Hutchins, Mrs. Leona Elwell and
Miss Elizabeth Elwell attended a
Sunday School Conference at
North Waldoboro on Friday.

Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Gower and
daughter Charlene of Belfast were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Hutchins on Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Blaney
and daughter of Cornish were call
ers on Sunday at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Borneman.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Pendexter
of Chelsea and family and Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Davis of Rockland
and daughter spent Sunday with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Kennedy.
Mrs. Rosa Hall observed her
91st birthday on March 2, at the
home of her daughter Mrs. Albert
Elwell.
Nice gifts and many
cards made the day a happy one
to remember.
The Extension Association met
on Feb. 22 at the home of Mrs.
Hallie Shuman with nine mem
bers present. Thc subject "Bak
ing Time Savers" was in charge
of the foods leader, Mrs. Dorothy
Prock. Next meeting on March
9 will be at the home of Mrs.
Fannie Weaver and thc H-D.A.
will be present to conduct the
meeting.
A dirty dollar does little perma
nent good for the man who soil
his hands by taking it.
Advertise in The Courier-Gazette.

Feeling Old At
40,50 er 60?
All tired out—rundown—no en
ergy or ambition—never feel like
going out on an evening—wake
up still tired and discouraged.
Thousands who fall to get from
their daily food the important
Iron-Iodine and Bi and B; Vita
mins they need have felt just like
that until they started taking
FKRRIZAN, the new wonderful
reconstructive Iron-Iodine Tonic
The FERRIZAN Formula is de
signed lo do you profound good
if you are deficient in these
strength-building Minerals and
Vitamins.
Try FERRIZAN — start thie
very day end take it for 30 days
on our guarantee of absolute sa
tisfaction or money back Get
FERRIZAN today.
GOODNOW’S PHARMACY

»
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THE AREA HIGH SCHOOL . . .

AN EXPLANATION OF THE PLANS

BY ONE OF THE COMMITTEE

average per-pupil cost, that town
will be required to pay no more
than 150% of the average, the re
mainder to be divided, again by
the formula, amongst the other
towns.
Study of this method will reveal
that it amounts to a series of
checks and balances to keep the
costs distributed amongst the
towns in the fairest possible man
ner.

Pogt Sevii

NEW ENGLAND LORE OF
SEA AND SHORE

SENATOR

By Edward Rowe Snow
THLE GHOST OF
THE LADY IN BI A(K

bower has demonstrated as Presi
dent in the past three years has
more than justified the faith in
him which I developed as one of
his original supporters in 1952. We
may all be certain that President
Eisenhower is a candidate only
because he considers it to be in
the best interest of the American
people that the principles of
sound government and strong
leadership abroad, for which he
stands, be continued.

discuss several aspects of the
proposed farm legislation which
are of particular interest to the
people of Maine, such as the for
estry provisions which would
broaden the scope of Federal aid
to state reforestation programs.
Textile Tariff Sp4*ech
Last week I discussed textile
tariffs in a speech on the Senate
Floor. Continued reductions in the
duties on imports of manufactured
cotton textile goods have resuited
in an enormous rise in imports
particularly from Japan. The
Japanese government has been
making efforts to curb their cot
ton exiports to this country. But
if these efforts should fail, and
Japanese imports should continue
to threaten serious injury to the
domestic textile industry, then
careful consideration should be
given to the use of quota restric
tions on textile imports.

in the middle of the night, and
caught the confederates down in
v/PAYNE
During the Civil War a young the tunnel. He ordered them out
Georgian captain named Andrew one by one. and the last to come
Lanier was called away to the bat out was the plucky young south
^REPORTS
tle front, but before leaving for ern wife, who whipped out the
the war he and his sweetheart pepper-box pistol and fired at the
Comparison
With Other High were married at Crawfordville, commander, but instead killed her
School Costs
Federal Elections Bill
Georgia. Six months later Andrew own husband in the confusion.
President’s Announce ment
All of the Southerners were
In bringing the above down to was captured and sent up to Fort
Last week I joined Senator Lyn
President Eisenhower’s decision
actual dollars and cents estimat Warren, Boston Harbor, where a soon captured, and two days later
don Johnson of Texas. Senate Ma
Capt. Andrew Lanier was buried to again be the Republican can jority Leader, and Senator William
ed for the area under considera dungeon awaited him.
didate for the Presidency is of Knowland of Cal.fornia. Senate
tion, a concrete preview is diffi
Once established at his island with full military honors in the
cult to obtain not only because all prison in the Corridor of Dun post cemetery. The following week momentous importance to the peo- j Minority Leader, in sponsoring a
Mrs. Lanier was sentenced to be pie of the United States and the j bill to strengthen Federal election
Representation Again
sch°o1 coste are rapid‘y chaneinS geons, Capt. Lanier wrote his wife
executed as a spy.
Before continuing with questions
but
because
so
much
will
depend
world. As a strong supporter of laws. The bill would require com
a
very
tearful
letter,
expressing
12. with equal voice in all matters,
On the morning of the execu- i the President. I was delighted plete accounting by candidates for
on
whatever
actions
the
board
of
his
sorrow
that
he
would
not
be
who will be responsible for the es
tion. as is usually the case, the j with his announcement. The out- Federal office of their campaign
tablishment and operation of the trustees and the members of the able to sec her until the war end
soldiers asked Mrs. Lanier if there , standing leadership Dwight Eisen- contributions and expenditures;
Community
School
Committee
ed.
school.
And thus, further, the
was some special service they
would set realistic limits on cam
When Mrs. Lanier received the
representation
is
dependent may wish to take.
could perform for her before her by Martin J. O'Meara, East Hart paign expenditures; would require
From
a
survey
of
existing
area
Other Highlights Last Week
letter
down
in
Georgia,
she
began
neither on the size of the town
death. She told them to get her ford (Conn.) dealer and chairman large contributors to make an ac
Heard testimony on marketing
the number of pupils sent to the ••chools in the state, however, cer» making plans for her husband’s a woman's dress or gown.
of the Ford Dealers Advertising curate and complete accounting of practices by automobile manu
Community School, nor the town’s ain conclusions are immediately escape.
“I a.m wearing a man’s suit of Fund. Lt., and Robert F. Leonard, their contributions; and would en
facturers before the special Auto
First she cut her hair short.
proportionate share of cost. This apparent. The first of these is
clothes, and would like to go to
courage small contributions from mobile Subcommittee of the In
matter is defined by law. As to .hat, classroom for classroom, and Then she borrowed a man’s suit my death in a manner more be Boston Ford district sales mana
| the average person by allowing an terstate and Foreign Commerce
later representation on the Com pupil for pupil, consolidation defi oif clothes, and after that she coming a southern lady,” she ex ger. it was revealed that the 312
New England dealers again will income tax deduction for political Committee.—Received notification
munity School Committee, see nitely is less expensive. Specific secured a small pepper box gun. plained.
ally: a consolidated school will un After consulting with a noted
publish the popular “New Eng contributions up to $100.
of approval of funds for the Beals
previous articles in this series.
After searching all over the
The need for a more effective Harbor dredging project and was
questionably offer more for the southern blockade runner, she
land Journeys” magazine for na
fort,
the
men
discovered
an
old
Operating The School, Costs
federal election law has long been advised that invitations for bids
tional distribution.
same price than would be offered made arrangements to leave for
black robe and gave it to the con
To the matter of operating the either by a town attempting to Massachusetts.
Produced by the staff of the apparent and this bill will go a have been issued.—Co-sponsored
demned woman. An hour later,
school once it is set up. then, and construct its own school, or by a
Ford Times and leading authors ! lon£ way toward providing the a resolution to authorize the Presi
On a dark and stormy night the
wearing the robe.
Mrs. Lanier
in this, as in the school’s estab town sending its pupils away on a blockade
runner
rowed
her
and artists in America, the pocket- necessary regulations. As present dent to proclaim Dec. 1 of each
was hanged as a spy.
lishment, all costs are borne in tuition basis. Or to put it another ashore at Hull. Mass., where she
sized magazine will be published ly written, however, the bill would year as National Civil Air Patrol
Late that afternoon her lifeless and distributed by the dealers.
proportion to the state valuation way. if a merely adequate school soon found the home of a south
apply only to actual general elec Day.—-Was notified that the Com
of the individual towns, Thomas were to be provided by the dis ern
sympathizer. Obtaining a body was cut down and buried
Mr. Leonard praised the dealers tions and not to primary elections. munity Facility Administration
ton 56%, Warren 22%, Friendship trict, the cost to the towns would telescope, she daily scanned the in the cemetery by the side of for their community spirit and Since in some states the primary had approved the application of
14% and Cushing 7%. This ex definitely be considerably less activities at Fort Warren, less her husband, and as the weeks their generosity in underwriting election is frequently the real Nasson College in Springvale for
tends even to the matter of trans than they are at present paying. than a mile away across Boston went by the incident faded into for the fourth successive year “a election due to the disproportion a loan to construct a new dormi
Soon she was able to the background.
portation of pupils, for example,
In this connection the survey Harbor.
project which to date has cost ate strength of one party over the tory.—Learned that the Senate
Almost two months later, how
and is in no way limited by how committee from the four towns, identify the Corridor of Dungeons,
$1,000,000 but which has done other, I believe careful study Public Works Committee, in re
many pupils an individual town which has done considerable work and every morning could see the ever, Pvt. Cassidy was patrolling much to increase national inter should be given to Che need fo sponse to my request, had author
may have who actually use the in projecting costs of an area Confederate soldiers and sailors that loneliest part of the island. est in New England for vacation extending coverage of federal ized the Corps of Army Engineers
Post No. 7, when two hands came
election laws to primaries for to study the need for dredging
transportation
provided.
Here school, has discovered that, put as they were allowed to leave their
ists and tourists.”
out of the night and began to
again it might be emphasized that ting aside the original cost of es dungeons and walk around the
"The publication of ‘New Eng nominating candidates’ for Fed work at Boothbay Harbor.
choke
him.
Finally
breaking
away,
whether the transportation is tablishing a school, the operating island.
land Journeys’ has done much to eral offices in one party states.
Last Thursday, the annual Red
Within a week she sketched a he ran to the guard house and ward supplementing the fine work
owned outright by the school, or cost for the first year—when all
Farm Bill Debate
Cross fund drive got underway. It
told
his
story,
claiming
the
Lady
managed on a contract basis,
done by organizations working to
new books, etc., would put operat good plan of the Fort, and ar
The debate on the farm bill has is my hope that the people of
in Black, hanged two months
of course up to the trustees of the ing costs at their highest—would ranged with the southerner in HuM
ward the increase of tourist busi been going on in the Senate since Maine will give their full support
earlier, had tried to choke him
to
row
her
across
to
the
island
on
school to decide.
ness.” Mr. Leonard said.
actually be lower for each of the
Feb. 22. but the voting is now to the Red Cross Fund campaign.
to death.
As to the actual procedure of four towns concerned than their the next rainy night.
Mr. O'Meara said that the tre scheduled to begin on March 8. During the hurricane disasters last
WARREN and
Several years later, after a fresh
When the following Tuesday eve
billing the towns for the school’s respective alternative methods of
fall of snow, several soldiers were mendous demand for the maga The central controversy, which is fall, the Red Cross did a great
yearly costs, the principle is that educating their high school stu ning caime, a steady, pelting rain
SAMSONITE
hiking across the parade grounds, zine by people throughout the prolonging the debate, centers deal to alleviate the hardships and
the
trustees.
annually
before dents for that year. And. the waa falling, and an hour after
and one of them noticed in the United States and Canada, and around the provisions which would j sufferings of our neighbors in
April 1, will prepare for the as members of the committee have dark the southerner and Mrs.
snow the impressions of a wo the subsequent increase in tourist replace the present flexible price southern New England States in
sessors of the individual towns a pointed out. this is in spite of Lanier went down to the shore. He man’s slipper, although no women and vacation business in New Eng supports for basic commodities ! addition to the outstanding day
was soon rowing her across to
warrant setting forth each town’s their having
used maximum
then lived on the island fort. The land. inspired the dealers to re with rigid high price supports. At ! by day work carried on by this
Fert Warren.
share of the cost by the above figures in projecting consolidation
new their exceedingly popular the present time, all indications great organization.
Landing her on the island, the ghost of the Lady in Black was
$12.50 - $35.00
percentage
formula,
which costs, and of their having fore
project.
are that the vote on the support
blamed
for
making
the
footprints
southerner said farewell
and
amount will be paid by the towns seen a school which would offer
The fund chairman added that program will be very close, with
State and federal taxes alone
rowed away. Mrs. Lanier hid in in the snow.
j to the district before the 31st of many course advantages and
‘approximately 500.000 readers the decision resting on a few Sen- now cost the trucking operator
Every
few
years
a
new
story
a clump of beach roses until the
December of that year. The only other educational facilities not at
of the Lady in Black comes to us throughout the nation requested ! ators who remain uncommitted on $4,480 for each five axle trailer
Haskell & Corthell • exception to this is that if any present provided to their high passing senties were walking from Fort Warren. One summer individual copies of ‘New England j ei-ther side of the issue. During truck—more than enough to buy
away from her, and then she sped
’ one town's share by the formula school students.
Journeys’ last year,'
I the debate this week, I plan to j a Cadillac convertible.
CAMDEN, ME.
DIAL 484 1 should result in a per-pupil cost To acquaint the citizens of the across the danger area and reach not too long ago. Sgt. Marden of
ed shelter just below the Corridor the fort was climbing the rickety
; of more than 150% of the school’s towns with these projected figures, of Dungeons.
old ladder leading to the Corridor
which space does not allow setting
Giving a whistle which she knew of Dungeons. As he reached the
forth here, the survey committee her husband would recognize, she top step of the ladder a woman’s
«»
has been holding open meetings in finally heard an answering whistle voice came to him from the dun
the four towns concerned. But the come from the depths of the geon: “ Don't come in here, don't
summation of the matter is that, granite dungeon.
come in here!”
while the committee makes no at
FROM ED CUTTING'S BEECH HILL
Needless to say. he went down
A makeshift rope ladder was
tempt to “sell” consolidation as lowered down to her, and she was the ladder faster than he had gone
an economy measure, it is the able to use it to climb up to the up. No one now at the fort dares
HEREFORDS
::
method by which the best educa narrow slit and be hauled into the to go out after 10 o’clock at night,
OUTER PARK STREET
U. S. NO. 1
ROCKLAND
the hour when the Ghost of the
tional opportunities can be of Corridor of Dungeons.
Fores, Hinds, Sides
fered the children of the commun
After embracing her husband, Lady in Black is said to appear
Excellent Opportunity To Get Beef At Its Best
::
ity for the lowest comparative she told him of her plans for tak to perform her lonely vigil at this
MAY BE SEEN AT WALDOBORO LOCKERS
cost.
ing over the fort. They would dig bastille named for the man who
A third and concluding article a tunnel to come under the parade fell at Bunker Hill, Joseph War
WHO CAN CUT, PACKAGE AND FREEZE
by Mr. Hensel will be published in ground. Then, some dark night, ren.
CALL UNION 33-3
BEST CENTER CUTS
LB.
RIB CUT
:: the Saturday edition which will be they would steal out and surprise
CALL LINCOLNVILLE 3-4649
available to citizens of the towns the garrison, capture the fort, Ford To Issue
27-30
| concerned prior to town meetings turn the guns of the fort against
I next Monday
Boston, and ,perhaps change the New England
emtire course of th<* Civil War.
BONE IN. WESTERN STEER BEEF
But it was not to be. One night, Journeys Again
as the tunnel was progressing out
New England Ford dealers have
under the peacetime storage build launched their fourth consecutive
ing. a sentry heard the sound of campaign to promote vacation and
a pick under the ground, and noti tourist trade in the six New Eng
fied Col. Justin E. Dimmock. the land states, an $1,000,000 expendi
SWIFT'S
commander.
ture by the dealers over the fourPREMIUM
Col. Dimmock made a sunprise year period.
visit to the Corridor of Dungeons
In a joint announcement today

By James Hensel
j
In preceding issues of The Courier-Gazette this paper has run, as
a public service, articles intend
ing to answer some of the many
questions which have com-e up regarding the proposed Area High
School to serve the communities
of Thomaston. Warren. Friendship
and Cushing. These four towns
will cast definitive votes on the
issue at their town meetings in
the next three weeks.

pertaining to the operation of the
school. we’d like to mention once
again the matter of representation
of the individual towns in the es
tablishment of the Community
School District, since apparently
t-his matter is stiill not fully clarified. The main point is that the
representation is by three trustees
from each town, appointed origi"ally by the officers of each town,
and thereafter annually by the
citizens at subsequent town meet
ings. Thus the board of trustees
comprises a total membership of
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Luggage

SAMPSON’S

Beef Wholesale

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
1«,
A1*.

pork chops49c pork loin 27;
A Ac

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

1 Lb‘ Pka- A A

PURE P0RK

Chuck Roast oa|b Sausage Roll 29

NEWBERRY'S

Spring Sale

Whole! Pork Loins

EXTRA LEAN

Starts Thursday, March 8th
CHILDREN'S
OXFORDS

MEN'S
WORK HOSE

INFANTS'
NYLON DRESSES
WITH SLIP

STEAKS

Heavy weight cotton work
Moccasin oxford style with
Choice of throe darling otyles,
scientific fit every mother ap sox. Good quality. Reinforced all white nylon printed in red
nylon
heel
and
toe.
White
proves. 8^-3. Brown only.
or blue. Kit up to one year.
only. Size 10-13.

*2.27 pr.
Reg. 2.49 ’
MEN’S
4*
COTTON BRIEFS 5

♦
♦
3 for *1.00 ♦♦
♦
Reg. 39c eo.
*♦♦♦
FRAMED
♦♦
PICTURES
♦♦
♦
99cj

Well made with eluHtic In leg^
and fly front. Taped (teams. ♦

Lovely
choice of*
ly oilettes i/i choi
subjects. 2” oak moulding.

12 x 15

20 x 26
SATURDAY
TIL 9 P. M.

*1.99t

3 pr. 77c

*1.67

Reg. 29c

Reg. 1.98

39c

SALE

RED AND WHITE

ENAMELWARE
Reg. 59c per item

8 3/8 QT. DISH PAN
8'/i QT. WINDSOR POT
2 ]/4 QT. WINDSOR

SAUCE PAN WITH COVER

|

J. J. Newberry Co.

PEAS :10

ON THIS

PORTABLE MIXER

BOYS'
SPORT BRIEFS

con't advertise the name of the notion-

Sanforized cloth front, knitted
▲ back.
Assorted print* and
^stripes in attractive color*.
*Sizes 2-8.

ally known manufacturer . . . but you

: 5 for *1.00

• Thumb switch with
mixing speeds

will recognize it instantly when you see it!

t
♦
♦

easy handling

Reg. 29c

MEN'S
TEE SHIRTS

4

Flat knitted
*Ribbed neck,
♦White.

♦
♦

combed yarn.
short sleeves.

2 for *1.00
Reg. 69c

Rockland

TIL 9 P. M.

Steer

Beef

Bonita
OCANSAA
Chunks A Flakes & FOR VUb

Nabisco

Premium

E. Frozen
OZ. PKG.

Heavy
Western

2^°r39c EGGS

LARGE
UNGRADED

WILSON

BAKE-RITE

3 LB.
CAN

doz 49c

69c

• Perfectly balanced — for

CHEE SPRED 2lbloaf 59c

3

• Fully guaranteed

♦

5 QT. MIXING BOWL
15x93/4 UTILITY PAN

SAVE 7

CRACKERS

TOP ROUND
CUBE,
and Other
CLUB
Famous Brands N. Y. SIRLOIN
Armour's
Star

• Comes complete with wall
hanger bracket for convenient
storage

Reg. $19’°

• Easy-to-clean beaters

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Reg. 2Sc Package
BURPEE'S Giant Hybrid

ZINNIA SEEDS

HURRY!

BUY WHILE

wot*

37c |

tU
OFIA ItG EC

fR&'
No cost or obligation . . . come ond get 'em

Peanut Butter

$1.25 Down
A WEEK

75c

APPLES

69c

I gal.

o DOZ./* 5c
FOR O

'o'
JUICE

sp’ 5 lbs 29c 1 GRAPEFRUIT “ 65c doz.

SALE LASTSt

SEA COAST PAINT CO.
440 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELEPHONE 801

Pickles

POTATOES

U. S. NO. 1
SO LB.

BAG

$1.29

rspiiftt

ROCKLAND ROTARIAN IN HAWAII

Social Matters
Mrs. Margaret Ames has re-1
of Women Voters of Rockland turned to her home at The Laurie
after visiting relatives in Massa
originally scheduled for Monday.
chusetts and Rhode Island for sev
March 5 and Tuesday. March 6. eral weeks.
will be held Monday. March 12 at
Knox County folks vacationing
2.30 p. m. and Tuesday, March 13
in Florida at this time include:
at 7.30 p. m. at the home of Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Carl Moran of
Emily Faber. Owls Head.
Rockland and Judge and Mrs.
The Catholic Women’s Club met Zelma Dwinal of Camden at St.
Monday evening In the parish hall. Petersburg, and James Burns of
Xt was announced that the Daugh Rockland at Bel Air.

ters of 9t. Bernard's, the Catho
lic Women’s Club and the Knights
ot Columbus will attend Corporal
Communion, March 25 at 8.30
Mass, followed by Communion
breakfast at Neiwbert’s Restaumt.
Plans were made for a rummage
sale to be held at a later date.
Mrs. Almon Young was welcomed
as a new member. After the meet
ing work was done on the club's
sewing project. Hostesses for the
evening
were
Mrs.
Florence
Henry, Mrs. Eva Mair and Mrs.
Florence Leo

Mrs. Bruce Kinney entertained
for her five year old daughter
! Carol Tuesday at her home.
|Guests were: Sylvia March. Janis
Munsey, Wendy Lee Bicknell, Sue
and Tommy Bailey, Judy and
Debby French. Carol and Vincent
Ciaravino, Greg McDougal, David
Chisholm, Linda
Parker
and
Johnny Crockett of West Rock
port. The mothers were guests of
Mrs. Kinney.

A film in full color, "Music In
Motion.'1 the Bell Telephone Or
ehestra. rehearsing for a Monday
broadcast, with Zina Francoscattl,
and the Bell Telephone Laborato
ries scientists interpreting music
in light, color and motion, will be
shown at the Friday meeting of
the Methebesec Club in the Farns
worth Auditorium. Another film
to be shown at this meeting ls
"The Telephone Hour," an oppor
tunity to see the technique of
Josef Hofmann, world famed pian
ist and guest artist, at a "Tele
phone Hour" broadcast. Conduc
tor Donald Voorhees, the Bell
System Orchestra,
announcers
Floyd Mack, Tom Shirley and the
technicians are shown.

The Rockland Women's Club
met at the Farnsworth Museum
workshop Tuesday evening. The
meeting was in charge of the
work committee,
Mrs. Edgar
Crockett and Mrs. Fred. Tripp, in
the Interesit of the Maine Cancer
Society. During the meeting, Wen
dell Hadloek spoke on the plans
underway for’ the 1956 Lobster
Festival and the members sign
ed up for volunteer service. At
the business meeting, Mrs. Carl
Stilphen. president, appointed the
following people to serve as a
nominating committee, Mrs. Jean
Epstein, chairman, Mrs. Corr.ine
Hughes and Mrs. Tripp. Refresh
ments were served from a table
decorated in green and silver. The
committee in charge was Mrs.
Leroy Allen, Mrs. Clayton Bilter
and Mrs. Sterling Morse.

RUMS DEVELOPED

CLOSING STORE

Enlarged
ax Jumbo Prints

| SELLING ALL MATERIALS AT
GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

In Albums

Including Tables, Seales
and Other Items
OPEN MONDAY
THRU THIRSDAY

12 axp. 60c * 16 exp. 80c
20 exp. $1.00 - 36 exp. $1.75
DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE

war

I

Purple Door
'Remnant Shoppe

Please Remit with Cola

P. O. Box 546, Dept. A.
HARBOR, MAINE

1470 MAIN ST.

|

Lady Knox Chapter members
met at the home of Mrs. Howard
Proctor Monday. Several chair
men reported on the accomplish
ments of their year’s work: Mrs.
X. X. Mallett of Warren, who has
recently completed a genealogy,
and Mrs. Edward Grindle of Rock
land. past chapter regent, has
compiled 543 pages, (typed* of
cemetery and Bible records,
a
copy of each going to the New
England Historic and Genealogi
cal Society, Boston, the Maine
Historical Society, Portland, the
Maine State Library, Augusta,
and the DAR Library. Washing
ton, D. C.
The call for the coming 48th
Spring Conference in the Eastland
Hotel, Portland. March 29-30, a's.i
that of the 65th annual Continen
tal Congress of the National So
ciety, DAR, Washington, D. C.,
the week of April 15th.
Those
planning to attend from this chap
ter are: Mrs. Raymond Watts,
Mrs. Harold Blodgett and Mrs.
Lyford Ames,
A Memorial Service will be held
in Portland for deceased DAR
members, and a short one will be
presented in behalf of the late re
gent of Igidy Knox Chapter, Mrs.
A. Bruce Higgs, deceased last De
cember, to be prepared by Mrs.
Kenneth Ixrni.
Chairman of the committee on
Hawaii Visitors Bureau photo American Indians presented Wen
Edward C. Cutting of Bert h Hill. Rockport, Ih officially welcomed
to the Hawaiian Islands by ( apt. Gill M. Richardson, ISN, Honolulu dell Hadloek, Director of Farns
Rotarian, and Miss Aloha Rotary who presented him with the tradi worth Museum, as guest speaker,
tional Hawaiian lei of friendship. Mr. Cutting is one of 450 Rotarians who destroyed some misconcep
to visit the Honolulu club this season, representing clubs in 46 states tions which many persons have
and 12 countries. He is a member of the Rockland Rotary ( lub.
regarding "first settlers" of this
continent, in particular, how much
munity Building March 26 and 27
we owe to the redmen, nnd how,
Better Homes To
ls a top door prize of a weekend
in many instances, we mistraated
in New York City for two.
Give Weekend In
them. There werc over an hun
The committee operating the
dred dialects among the abori
New York For Two show has arranged with Northeast gines of America at the time of
Airlines to fly the winner and an- ,
In the planning for the Kiwanis other person of his or her choice the European invasion. They used
Better Homes Show at the Coni to the metropolis for the Easter gesture communication methods,
a kind of manual Esperanto. The
weekend. All expenses, from de
Several Jazz enthusiasts from parture from Rockland on Friday sign for "friend" was two fingers
Roekland will attend the concert morning to the arrival back home held straight up together. Other
wise penetration of the continent
in Symphony Hall, Sunday, March on Sunday evening.
by
explorers, missionaries, trad
11. given by thc combined bands
Plane fare, hotel charges, meals,
of Woody Herman and Louis Arm shows and sightseeing trips are ers and soldiers, would have been
strong. These two bands are on all in the weekend package which much less peaceful.
Refreshments were served by
a month’s tour, playing In the will be presented to someone who
the hostess, Mesdames Marion
principal cities of thc states as attends the show.
Lindsey, Ralph Chapies, Wendell
well a.s in Canada. A Rockland
boy. Dudley Harvey, son of Mrs. I A sermon may be short and still Emery. Miss Hazel Parker and
Dr. Clara Eastman.
Emma Harvey, is a member of have long reach.

BOCKLAND
ll-T&Th-tf

119-tf

Lady Knox Chapter FORMER VINALHAVEN COUPLE
D. A. R. Reviewed
OBSERVE GOLDEN WEDDING

the Herman band. This band will
be featured on thc Steve Allen
TV show (Thursday) tonight.
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MRS. RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone Temple 2-9261
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FLOWING VELVET

Arthur
Scott
of WakefieldMaas., has been visiting relatives
in town.
Mr. and Mrs. James Waltz
were in Portland Monday.
Ruth Burnheimer of Boaton has
been visiting her mother, Mrs.
Glenys Burnheimer.
Robert Hanrahan of the tanker
“Lake Charles" is spending ten
days with his family.
Mrs. Mary A. Weston will entertain the Bridge Club Thursday
evening at her home on Main
street.
Mrs. Willis H. Crowell was a
business caller in Damariscotta
Wednesday.
The Lincoln County Women’s
Republican Club met Tuesday
evening in the municipal building
with a large attendance. Alexan
der A. LeFleur was the guest
speaker. The hostesses were Mrs.
Mildred Damon, Mrs. Jessie Low
ell, Mrs. Cora Waltz. Refresh
ments were served.

LOUDVILLE
Photo by Worcester Evening Gazette
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Cassie

Mr. and Mrs. Heber Poland,
Cecil Prior and Kenneth Gifford
werc business callers in Damari
scotta last Wednesday.
Mrs. Lettie Prior and grandson
John Prior spent a few days in
Portland last week. While there
Mrs. Prior met and enjoyed chats
with several old friends, some of
whom were her former pupils
here.
Mrs. James Smith and children
have moved to Rockland, where
her husband has employment.
Kenneth Gifford has a very lame
arm and his son, Gerald, has been
ill wilh pneumonia, but is quite a
bit better now.
Mrs. Lettie Prior and John
spent a few days with the George
Hoyts at Richmond on their way
home from Portland.
School opened here on March 5
after a week’s vacation.

Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Cassie ob ly gifts and n shower of anniver
served their 50th wedding anni sary cards.
The table was decorated in
versary Feb. 22. The event was
gold and white with the cen
followed with open house at their
terpiece a large wedding cake
home, 50 MacArthur Drive, Mill frosted in white with green figures,
bury, Mass., Sunday afternoon "50", and encircling each tier,
Feb. 26, with their son-in-law and golden yellow roses; was made
daughter of the same address as and sent by Mrs. Mao Brown of
host and hostess.
Vinalhaven.
There were many out of town
Mis. Roberta Kittredge, niece,
guests among them: their son poured and Mrs. Richard Leach,
and daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mis. sister of Mr. Cassie, had charge
Herbert Cassie of Boston; brother, of the guest book. Bouquets ol
Charles Cassie, Cumberland Cen yellow roses,
carnations and
ter, Maine;
sister, Mrs. Ada spring blooms added beauty to a
Brown Creed of Vinalhaven; Wil bountiful laden table.
liam Clayter, also of Vinalhaven.
Mr. Cassie and the former Car
Also friends from Rockland. rie E. Brown were married at
Maine; Hai-tford, Conn.; Newton, Vinalhaven February 22, 1906, and
Peabody, Ho’.den, Whitinsville, Up made their home there until mov
Thc biggest mistake a man can
ton. North Brookfield, Shrewsbury ing to Millbury 14 years ago, Mr.
make is to be sure he can’t pos
and Worcester, Mass.
Cassie retired from thc Leon J. sibly make one.
About 80 relatives and friends Barrett Company of North Graf
enjoyed the reception and present ton and now keeps busy at his
ment will be in Mountain View
ed them with a large purse, love hobby of wood carving.
Cemetery.

BITIAPY

Monday from the Russell Funeral
Home with Rev. Merle S. Conant
officiating.
Interment was in
Achorn Cemetery.

Rummage Sale

ALBERTA 1.. HOPKINS
Alberta L. Hopkins, 64. wife of

SALVATION ARMY

Charles W. Hopkins, 13 Mill
When making out yonr will re street, Camden, died Monday at
member your church and your
Camden. A life long resident of
hospital.
Camden, she was bom May 3,
MRS. ADELAIDE I. BARTLETT
1891, thc daughter of Amos and
Mrs. Adelaide

\

rr

WALDOBORO

A Good Year

The unit meetings of tho League

8

fwiday-Thurrtay-Soturtay
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I. Bartlett, 89.

widow of Albion Bartlett of Rock
land, died Friday night at Union.
Mrs. Bartlett was born at Rock
land, May 11, 1866, the daughter
of Warren and Sylvania Sherer
Crockett.
She was a member of Pleasant
Valley Grange of Rockland and
of the State and National Granges.
Surviving are: two sons, Norris
C. Bartlett pf Rockland, and
Albion S. Bartlett, Jr., of New
London, Conn., 15 grandchildren
and several great grandchildren.
Funeral services were held

Surviving besides her husband
are: three brothers, Charles Milli
ken, George Milliken and Walter
Milliken, all of Camden; four sis
ters, Miss Blanche Milliken of
Keene, N. H.. Mrs. Clara Drink
water of Camden,
Mrs. Lillian
Colpitts of Lawrence, Mass., Mrs.
Cora Blake, Union; also, 14 nieces
and 15 nephews.
Funeral services will be held
Thursday (today) at 2 p. m. from
the Gilbert C. Laite Funeral
Home, Camden, with Rev. Melvin
H. Dorr, Jr., officiating. Entomb-

women! Women like you who watched helplessly while drying sensi

tive skin robbed them of that soft young bloom. What could bedone?
Jacqueline Cochran finds the answer . . . Hydrolin! For the first

time, exclusive Hydrolin can and does transfer beneficial moisture

EASTER

into the deep tissues of the skin. Thanks to Hydrolin, blended with

PARADE...

other rich components, Jacqueline Cochran created an entirely new

MtCftWd ft KW Mitt

kind of 3-way beauty formula.

WEAR

Unique Flowing Velvet acts 3 ways:
It furnishes moisture that actually sinks into the skin.

It provides necessary oils for essential lubrication.

It maintains the normal balance of oils and moisture.

BEAUTIFUL

STOCKINGS

One touch mirrors the beautiful change! Tiny lines soften, years
seem to melt away. To speed results, use Flowing Velvet day and

Fashion puts a new accent
on legs! Sheathe yours in these sheer, misty

Our specially trained Jacqueline Cochran

*4

.NoMendj mo'* lo»«'x
fo»*r gifts, loot

expert will be happy to show you how

V

be fashion-right, right down to your toes.

Flowing Velvet actually works! Come in

j

and see for yoursel/!

In

$1.65
$1.65
$1.35

3" S” 8“ and 15°° plus tax

1

f

STORE HOURS: 9 to 5.

FRIDAYS 'TIL 9.

and they get their new-season wardrobes off to

includes fashion-fresh styles in all the fabrics and
colors of spring, low-priced from

*17.95 to *39.95
JUNIOR . . . MISSES' . . . HALF SIZES

NoMend's FASHION-APPROVED Colors,
fresh and flirtatious as Spring itself!

SeHte’i-C’Mwe'o

that it just woudn't be spring without a new suit...

a wonderful start by shopping here. Our suit group

NoMend proportioned nylons ond you'll

Full Fashioned—15-denier 60 gauge
Hi-Twist—30 denier, 51 gauge
Se
Service
Sheer—30-denier, 51 gauge

The best-dressed ladies in the Easter parade believe

night. It's hormone-free, greaselcss, won’t smear your make-up or

smudge your pillow.

r-f

J - ip.

STYLE WITHOUT EXTRAVAGANCE"

CUT RATC COSmCTICS

ROCKLAND

Copy and
Color
Your Favorite

Snapshot or
Photograph
Large Selection of
FRAMES

UZZELL STUDIO
572 MAIN STREET
TELEPHONE 1456-W

SAVITT’S, Inc.

The modern (lowing formula that has given new hope to countless

THE

LET US

Lena Colson Milliken.

THE ONLY BEAUTY FORMULA CONTAINING HVOROLIN

IN

SATURDAY - 9 to 12

We Give NESCO Green Stamps

369 MAIN STREET

TEL 288

27-29

A

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
"COKE", CENTRAL MAINE, STARR

BROTHERS TEAM UP TO GIVE R. H. S.

FOOTBALL, BASEBALL SCOREBOARDS
The High School PTA met Mon scoreboards, one for football and
These boards
day night with Mrs. J. Donald one for baseball.
Coughlin, the president presiding. will have a strip of “Coke” ad
vertising on the top approximate
A panel of high school seniors
ly 15 inches high. The measurespoke on "Juvenile Delinquency, merits of the (oards will be 44’-,
Its Causes And Cures''. The mod Inches by 1L5S inches and will
erator was Mary Griapl. The weigh 25 pounds. They will he ot
panel members were introduced steel construction painted dark
by George Phillips. Several par green with raised letters and yel
ents questioned the panel.
low numerals to hang on denoting
Several senior girls presented scores. The Central Maine Power
vocal
selections
and
Sandra Company will donate the poles to
Hardy, a junior, played a piano eroct the boards on and other
solo.
business concerns will donate ma
At the business meeting which terials for a staging for the opera
followed, the president read the tor of the scorebroads. Starr
report of William Karl on the Brothers will help on the erection
score board. The Coca Cola Com of the poles and boards.
pany has agreed to donate two
The Rockland School Board has
approved the boards and their
erection and the School District
has passed in favor of the boards.

that, a panel of college students,
graduates of
Rockland High
School, will present the program
for the combined meeting of the
High School PTA and PTA Coun
cil on April 2.
Mrs. Eric Viik exhibited ma
terial purchased for new dra
peries for the high school library.
Mrs. Viik, Miss Turner and Miss
Forss of the- faculty will make the
drapes with the assistance of vol
unteers.
The one act play contest was
announced for March 15 and sup
port of the PTA was requested.
Mrs. James Kent and Mrs. Charles
Fail-weather served refreshments.

Three R.H.S. Classes Prepare For One Act
Play Competition to Be Staged April 15

R. H. S. Seniors To

Merit Awarded
Ronald Orcutt

Present Bowdoin

Haven Honor Roll
Principal Dana Smith of North

SHELL
SON ITOR

The Rockland Senior Washington
Club is sponsoring the Bowdoin
Meddebempsters, an outstanding
Maine vocal group

On Dean's List

V. H. S. Casting For
Three Act Farce

At University

Mary “Midge” Grispi prompts the junior class thesplans in their lines as they run through their
rehearsal of the one act play, “Air Tight Alibi.” Oil the floor is the unfortunate husband who has just been
poisoned by his loving spouse who stands over him w ith diabolic satisfaction. The roles of the other junior
students seated in the chairs and standing will not be known until the surprise ending to the drama.
Actors are: Rill Small, the “dead” husband; and Dorinda Coughlin, the wife. Seated, from the left, are
Director Grispi, Charlie C ross, Frank Merrill and Carrol Fairweather. Standing is Joseph Nye.

OPEN FRIDAY ’TIL 9 P.M.

You've never dreamed of such beauty
comfort and freedom in any bra

Twenty aeven etudemts received
all-A grades and 660 were named
to the Dean’s Llsit for marks which
they received during the fall sem
ester at the University of Maine,
according to an announcement is
sued today by the university. In
order to be named to the Dean’s
List a student must receive an
average grade of B cr better.
Those from the Knox County
area named to the Dean’s List
were as follows:
Caanden: William F. Stone, Judith
D. Sawyer, Lois E. Inman, Lucille
H. Dwirtal (all A’s), and Paul
M. Davis.
Thomaston: Ralph E. Pierpont
and Rae E. Clark.
Vinalhaven: Ann M. Webster
and Warren H. Loveless.
Washington: Benjamin L. Ames.
Those bundled newspapers which

serve

are

a

hundred

available,

useful

purposes,

tn

though

short

supply, at -rne Courier-Gazette of

fice.
ed

Six pound bundles of print
papers

15c

per

pound bundles of

Thia group

will make their appearance at the
Rockland High School Auditorium
Thursday March 22, at 8 p. m.
The lommlttees who are plan
ning for the Meddebempsters ap
pearance arc as follows:
Advertising, Pat Kent, Harriet
Levco, Ricky Smith, Rosalie Halligan. Cynthia Palmer, Joante
Philbrook. Ticket comittee, Dan
iel Soule Fred Varricchio, Ricky
Smith, and Joey Phillips.
Door
committee, Anna Elwell, Ruth
Williamson. Shelia Brackett, Igirry
Bird and Janet Lowe.
In come from the concert will
he used to finance the trip of the
Class of '56 to the nation's capttai in April.

Ten From County

I

400 MAIN ST.

Meddebempsters

Ronald Orcutt, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Kenneth Orcutt of 6h Cedar
street, and a senior at Rockland
High School, has been awarded a
certificate of merit by the Nation
al Merit Scholarship Foundation
Corporation
Orcutt participated in a series of
tests given nationally by the Cor
poration to the seniors in the top
five per cent of the nation’s high
schools. He was one of 31 in Maine
passing the preliminary tests in
which 50.000 students participated.
| Of that number, 5,000 were select
ed for further tests with 1.000 to
be chosen for scholarships or
merit rec-ogniition.
He received notification this
weeJc of his selection as one to
receive* a certificate of merit as
a result of the nationwide tests.

Four On North

Haven High School announces that
four ot the student body earned
first and second honors the third
ranking period of the school year.
Awarded first honors were,
The baseball board will be Alden Mills and Merton Howard.
available lor this spring baseball
Second honors went to Gcrturde
season and the football score- Beverage and Charles Brown.
board will be erected during the
acuta Hrsting oil storage tank
corrosion i ust inhibitor
— AFCTION —
summer.
l egion Hall - Colon, Maine
IMI TO OUR (USTOMUS WITH
It
was
voted
to
donate
S5
to
the
SATVRDAY, MARCH 10. 7 P. M.
SHILL FURNACE Oil
Washington County Bookmobile A good load from N. H. New and
used merchandise, dishes and fur
A. C. McLoon & Co. lor hooks. The request was made niture and automotive supplies.
by the library chairman oi Maine i Some local consignments, miscelMeLOONS WHARF
Tftlii 51 PTA.
I laneoos.
70472-Th-tf
Mrs-. Kennedy Crane announced I HARVEY L. GURNEY, Auctioneer
28*lt

Certificate of

In keeping in line with the
Spring high school play season a
group of Vinalhaven High School
students wit present n three act
comedy farce, "The Absent Mind
ed Professor”, by Alverne Sloug.
Date for the play, which has been
tentatively set for the Memorial
Hall stage, has not been decided.
The play will be directed by
Bernard Goldberg, French and
English teacher at the school.
Casting for the play began at the
first rehearsal held Wednesday
afternoon.
A group of 20 students will audi
tion for the seven major parts in
addition to five minor roles thia
week. Also to be chosen are stage
managers, assistant directors and
general manager of the play.
The play concerns an absent
minded professor who is duped
into aiding two criminals in their
efforts to conceal a valuable
stolen statue. From there on the
professor finds himself in some
complicated situations.

Six

bundle.

unprinted plain

white news papers, 25c per bundle.

For social Items in The CourierGazette. Phone 770, City.

IT’S THE
GREATEST
Danny Soule, senior, directs the actions of three sets of lovers in the sophomore one act play, "The
I Trysting Place,” as “the mysterious voice,” who kno.vs all, peeps from behind the curtain to spy on the
sweethearts. The play will he presented for competition along with the freshmen and junior class plays
j tor judgement. Rehearsals for all three plays ran throughout the week In preparation for their showing.
From llie left ill Iroal are Director Soule. Jackie Kaler, Arthur Lawrence, Linda Ladd, Jon Ross. Stand
ing against the curtain are Janice McIntosh and Riehnrd Edwards while Peter Corey peeps from Ix-hliul
the eurlain.

Greatest stars . . .

Greatest viewing . . .
Greatest entertainment...

Yes, everything's

GREAT on

Channel 13

Jack Benny
Sundav 7-30 P. M.

Person To

NEW PLAYTEX

Z/v/ng*

bra

IN LONGUNE

with the Magic Midriff
for that smooth, long look

595

from bust to hips.

Tho fashion line is the LONGLINE and Rlaytex introduces the
perfect bra for it ... a new, long-line bra with the all-elastic
Magic Midriff - - cleverly constructed to minimize your middle
ond make all your slimmest clothes fit and look better! And
best of all, the exclusive Playtex construction keeps your bosom
high, round ond youthful... in heavenly comfort!
B, C cups 34 to 40, White
BELL SHOPS CORSETRY BAR

400 Main St.

Photos by McKeon
"Three On A Bench," the one act play Io be presented by the freshmen class at Rockland High School
in competition with one act plays of the sophomore and junior classes, goes into rehearsal ul the school.
The play is directed by Senior Fred Varricchio and involves an argument between two lovers that devel
ops oil a park bench and is arbitrated by a Mrs. Moore. Also Involved In Hie argument is a kindly park
cop. The play , along with the others, will be presented March 15 in the high school auditorium. Freshmen
actors and their director shown above are: Fred Stoddard, Judy Davis and Donna Poulin, all seated on the
bench, and Timothy Corey, left, and direelor Fred Varricchio, right, standing behind.
Rehearsals for the one-act plays Juniors Joseph Nye and Franklin
to be put on by the freshmen, Merrill are solving exit-entrance
and property problems.
Erlene
sophomore and junior classes at
Say-ward and Verna Studley are
Rockland High School continued
freshman
prompters.
Florence
this week in preparation for their
Withee and Alice Walker are
March 15 showing in the high
prompting the sophomores and
school auditorium.
Dorothy Naum and Sandra HardyBackstage, workers on the
are doing the prompting work for
plays, which will compete with
the juniors.
each for top one-act play honors,
Directors for the three plays
have been kept busy.
Senior Robert Davis is design- are: Fred Varricchio, freshman;
) ing the set for “Three On A Dan Soule, sophomores and Mary
I Bench,"
the
freshman
play. Grispi, juniors. The three direc

tors are all seniors.
Each student is in hopes that his
class will win in their dramatic
project.
Supervising the plays i
is Mrs. Ella Gatcombe who is Na
tional Thespian advisor of Rock
land High School. Troupe 431.

The man who goes around with
a chip on his shoulder is apt to
get the block knocked off.
Everything comes to the man i
who waits — even his wife who
said she'd be ready in a minute.

Portland,
Main*

Burns &

Person

Allen

Friday

Monday

10:30 P.M.

8:00 P.M.

Phil

Bob

Silvers

Cummings

Tuesday

Thursday

8:00 P. M.

8:00 P. M.

Four Star

Douglas

Playhouse

Edwards

Thursday

Mon.-Fri.

9:30 P. M.

6:45 P. M.

Arthur

Ed

Godfrey

Sullivan

Wednesday

Sunday

8:00 P. M.

8:00 P.M.

Will

Jackie

Rogers, Jr.

Gleason

Mon.-Fri.

Saturday

7:00 A. M.

8:00 P. M.

I Love

I've Got A

Lucy

Secret

Monday
PbO P. M.

Wednesdey

WGAN

9:30 P.M.

13
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Leland Powers
School To Give

$1,200 Scholarship

Teachers Honor

Plaisted, Adams, Crockett, Mank,Awarded
Top Scholastic Honors At Camden High

Of special interest to the high
school seniors is the announce
ment that auditions for the 21st
Annual Leland Powers Scholarship
Award of $1,200. for study in
radio, television and theatre arts,
win be held at the Leland Powers
Radio Studios and Theatre in Bos
ton on Atpril 13 and 14.
This contest is held annually to
discover a young man or a young
woman interested in following a
career in this profession and to as
sist them in securing the proper
and necessary training, It is open
to all high school seniors through
out New England. The award will
be made by a board of three
judges each prominent in profes
sional circles.

Mrs. June Arbo

Mrs. Arbo, who has been emi ployed for the last 10 years in the
office of superintendent of schools
is leaving Rockland to join her
husband. Chester Arbo, and fami
ly in Fort Dix. N. J.

Consolidated
School

Room One

The following pupils received
100 per cent in spelling last week:
Carol Wood, Thomas Laaka and
Russell Jordan.

Above are Camden High School's four highest students who were announced as winners of the 1956
graduation honor parts at an assembly Tuesday morning at the school. From the left are: Sally Crockett,
Photo by McKeon
Roger Plaisted, Patricia Adams and Helen Mank.
Senior averages for the grad of Mr. and Mrs. Vere Crocket* of
uating class of 1956 were an Camden, whose average is 91.788.
Fourth honors were awarded to
nounced at a special assembly in
Helen Mank. daughter of Mr. and
the Camden High School Gymna Mrs. Virgil Mank of Hope, whose
sium Tuesday. First honors were average is 90.944.
Plaisted, who expects to enter
awarded to Roger Plaisted, vale
dictorian, son of Mr. and Mrs. the University of Maine in Sep
Roger Plaisted of Lincolnville, tember, has been active in the
Debating Club and the Science
whose average is 92.277.
Second honors were awarded to Club while at the Camden High
Patricia
Adams.
salutatorian. School.
Miss Adams, who expects to en
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Adams of Camden. Her average is ter Colby College in September,
has been active in the Future
#1.666.
Third honors were awarded to Homemakers of America, Glee
Sally Crockett, essayist, daughter Club and the Debating Club.

Room Two
The home room club voted to
buy two new books for the school
Mbrary. Room Two has recently
given a new wall map of the world to the school which has
been a great asset in the study
of geography.

SUTTON SUDDEN
SERVICE
vtRAl

^'AIPrCP^

RKAY STAINLESS STEEL
SINK AND RIM
With New Youngstown Mixing
Faucet. Installed and Hooked
Up In Sink Cnt-Ont.
(Does not include new counter
top where necessary cutting
present.)
CAMDEN - TEL. 478

SUTTON SUPPLY
~ C AMDEN.

NAlli

Rockport Frosh In Fund Raising Campaign

On Thursday afternoon, March
1. Rockland teachers assembled in
the home economics room in the
McLain Building and honored
Mrs. June Arbo, who has resign
ed her position as secretary in the
Rockland School Department.

Cushing

In balloting held throughout the
school on Monday, William Sher
man was chosen “School Citizen
of the Week”. Each week from
now until June, students will vote
on the outstanding school citizen.
The winner will be designated as
the school citizen of the week.
Last week’s winner was Carol
Wood. The student winning the
award the greatest number of
times will receive a medal at the
end of the school year.

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

The following earned 100 per
cent in spelling last week: Nancy
Orff, Beverly Vose. Vicki Kalloch,
Dennis Ames, Donald Saastamoinen, Herbert Genthner, Richard
Genthner, Robert Stone. Richard
Olson, Patty Hysom. Arthur Kisklla, Ramona
Ames.
Sandra
Sevon, Alberta Spear, Clyde Ma
loney, Jr., and Robert Genthner.

Roome Three

The Btudents in Room Three
were happy to welcome back after
a week's Illness Lucinda Hysom.
The eighth grade students have
been busily engaged in performing
experiments in chemistry this
week. David Ames has been doing
an experiment on the burning of
magnesium. Betty Vose and Jean
nette Spear have done an experi
ment on oxidation of iron Laurel
Stone and David Ames have been
distilling water and making lime
water. Judith Young and Bette
Laine conducted an experiment on
what happens when a candle
burns.
School reporter of the week was
Jeannette Spear, assisted by Shar
on Young.

Green’s Shoe Store

Spring Pumps

Appleton
MRS. RUBY CHAPLES
Correspondent
Tel. West Appleton 3-14
Mr. and Mrs. David Bryant and
daughter have returned to their
home In Roslindale. Mass., after
spending a few days with her par
ents,
Mr. and
Mrs. Roland
Gushee.
Recent dinner guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Roland Gushee were. Mr.
and Mrs. LeRoy Miller of Crescent
Beach and Mr. and Mrs. David
Bryant and daughter of Roelindale, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gold
schmidt and Mr. and Mrs. Roland
Gushee attended the Republican
dinner and meeting at the Thorn
dike Hotel in Rockland recently.
Rev. and Mrs. Donald Ryder
and daughter are spending the
week in Massachusetts.
Mrs.
Ryder and daughter will visit her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Da
man, in Bolton, while Mr. Ryder
attends the Spring Lecture Series
at Gordon College.
Mrs. Maynard Brown has been
confined to her home by illness
the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Butler
and family of Belfast were guests
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Roland
Edgecomb.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Pitman
were overnight guests of their son
and daughter-in-law, Mr. and
Mrs. Johnson Pitman and family,
North Vassalboro, last week.
Mrs. Esther Files entertained
the West Side Club Wednesday
night.
Late lunch was served.
Mrs. Files has just completed a
9 ft by 12 ft. hooked rug for her
son. Present at the club meeting

Miss Crockett will enter Fisher
Junior College in September. She
has been active in Cheerleading.
Tri-Hi-Y, Future Homemakers of
America. Glee Club, school plays
and is secretary of her class.
Miss Mank has been active in
cheerleading. Future Homemakers
of America and the Glee Club.
Senior averages for the top 10
of the class include the above as
well as: Charles Heald with an
average of 90.238; Edward Thom
as. 90.222; Dawn Pierce, 90.166;
Cheryl Reynolds, 90.150; Patricia
Wave, 90.105 and Robert Dean,
89317.

were. Mrsdames Esther Moody.
Helen
Simpson.
Sheila
Hart,
Esther Keating, Ruby Chaples,
Ainie Brook Daisy Clark and Alice
Wadsworth.
The evening was
spent in sewing
Appleton Lodge of Odd Fellows
held their inspection Friday night
with Deputy Weaver of Warren as
inspecting officer. A bean supper
was served by the ladies at the
close of the meeting.
Several from here attended the
services in the chapel at West
Washington Saturday night. Clay
ton Wadsworth brought the mes
sage of the evening. Services are
held there every Saturday night.
Almon Gushee suffered an 111
turn at his home Saturday and was
taken by ambulance to Camden
Community Hospital where he is
a medical patient.
Mr. and Mrs. Alphi Ponsent
have returned from Waterville
where he has been employed
through the winter.
Frankie Hart is employed at the
Wolters Poultry farm.
Mrs. Maurice Collins, chief ob
server of the G.O.C. asks that any
one wishing to give one day a
month, to spot planes, contact her.
This work can be done from the
home and several observers are
needed.

Mrs. Doris MacDougal, princi
pal of the North School, welcomed
Mrs. Arbo as guest of honor at
the tea.
Mrs. MacDougal introduced Mis3
Ida Hughes, who presented Mrs.
Arbo a gift from the Rockland
teachers. Miss Hughes expressed
for the faculty members their ap
preciation for Mrs. Arbo’s helpful
school service throughout the
years and extended best wishes
from the group to her.
During the social hour that fol
lowed. tea was poured by Mrs.
Addtie Rogers, principal of the
Tyler School, and Miss Anna
Webster, a member of the Tyler
School faculty.
Mrs. Mildred Merrill of the Mc
Lain School faculty served as gen
eral chairman of the occasion and
was assisted by Mrs. Doris Mac
Dougal. Miss Ida Hughes, Mrs.
Addie Rogers and several faculty
members.

Rockport High
School News
Members of the junior class are
busy with plans for the Seaside
Wonderland Carnival which will
be held April 5. 6. and 7.
The cast of “A Date With Paul’’
is busy rehearsing for the one act
play contest to be held March 16
at Union.
Plans are bing made under the
direction of Mrs. Winola Cooper
for the high school show, "Calen
dar Caipers”. This show will be
one of the acts featured at the
Seaside Wonderland Carnival.
Members of the senior class are
busy with preparations for the an
nual trip to Washington, D. C.
They were the guests Tuesday
night of Mr. and Mr. Byron Ryder,
who will be chaperones for the
trip.
been visiting her son and daugh
ter-in-law Mr. and Mrs Banning
Repplier in Hamden, Conn., re
turned home Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hatch,
Mr. and Mrs. David Mann and
Mrs. Helen Wilson were luncheon
guests of Mrs. Callie Rackliff
Thursday afternoon.
Rev. and Mrs. Alfred J. Wilson
left Monday to spend a month’s
vacation at Charleston, S. C.
Norman S. Ames, son of Mr.
Spruce Head recently enlisted in
and Mrs. Raymond Ames of
the Air Force and is stationed at
San Antonio, Texas. He would be
pleased to hear from friends. His
address is A/B Norman S. Ames.
AF11310016. P. O. Box 1523. FLT
196. Lackland, AFB, San Antonio,
Texas,

Photo by McKeon
Rockport High School’s freshmen class officers have just completed a greeting card sale as a
money raising project for their class. The class bought and sold the cards throughout the school and
town. Plans for the class include a booth in the school’s Seaside Wonderland carnival scheduled for April
5, 6 and 7. Another project the officers and class have in mind is a class debate with preliminary plans
now in the making. Above, from the left, are: Richard Salminen, treasurer; Charles Crockett, president;
Judy Young, vice president and Janice 'Small, secretary.
made to have Parents’ Night at Susan Goodridge and Carol Goodthe YMCA on March 8 at 7 p. m ridge.
CAMDEN
Linda Barker. Martha Libby. Anne
The Auxiliary to the Sons of
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Sullivan. Debbie Buck, Rebecca Union Veterans will hold a reguCorrespondent
Waterman, and Wilma Leonard lar
Mcgunticook
meeting
at
Telephone 2197
were chosen to serve on the dance Grange Hall Friday night. A pic
committee.
Refreshments were nic supper will be served at 6
Senior Extension Assn, will meet served by Rhonda Leonard and o’clock.
at Megunticook Grange Hall, Fri Shirley Whittier. The next meet
Mrs. Mae Leadbetter was first
day. March 9 at 10.30 a. m. The ing will be at the Y on March 19. prize winner at the whist party
The Pioneer Girls will meet at held at the Megunticook Grange
subject will be "Simple Repairs
Around the House” under the dl- the Chestnut Street Baptist Church Hall Saturday.
Other winners
dection of Mrs. Elizabeth Meg- vestdy on Saturday at 9.30 a. m. were Mrs. Mabel Choate of Lin
quier, Home Management Leader.
Pupils of Mrs. Ruth Collemer’s colnville, second prize, and Mrs.
Members are requested to bring music classes who were given at Mary Ames of Northport, conso
an electric cord which needs re tendance awards for the month of lation.
There will be another
pairs, also a sharp jackknife, February are as follows: Geral public whist party in the Grange
small screw driver and cutting dine Annis. Nancy Crockett. Jerry Hall on Saturday evening.
pliers. Dinner committee. Mrs. Dailey. Morgan Elmer, Patricia
Emma Simmons, chairman, Mrs. Farrow, Karen Goodnidge, Cath
Women have always had faith
May Leadbetter and Mrs. Mary erine Guyette. Martha Libby. Bon in men's judgment—especially if
Joy.
nie Lou Quinn, Caroline Welch, they follow their suggestions.
The Camden Fireman's Aux
iliary will hold their regular meet
ing at the Allen Payson Fire Sta
Next time you need a plumbing contractor
tion tonight at 7.30 p. m.
—call us. Since we belong to the National
Association
of Plnmbint! Contractors, you
Percy French has sold his bar
know you’re dealing with a qualified con
ber business in Rockland and is
tractor. And our work is guaranteed.
employed at Ralph Collemer’s
Barber Shop.
M. PEARSON JEWETT
7 TALBOT AVE.
TEI.. 1618
The Seaside 4-H Club met at the
ROCKLAND. MAINE
YMCA. Monday after1 school with
Member National Association of Plumbing Contractors
17 members present. Plans were

SPRUCE HEAD

Prices may be on the way
Mrs. Mildred Waldron is a pa back, but there is little need for
traffic cops to check the speed.
tient at Knox Hospital.

Clinton Simmons and George
Simmons Jr. have gone to Middletown, Conn., where they have em
ployment.

-tU Riwfcj
-to HiZtw

Eugenio Godfrey visited her
niece Mrs. Alice Philbrook in
Rockland Monday.

Mrs. Dorothy Repplier who has

Faster
warm-ups
MIX NEW FASHIONS
AND ECONOMY
WITH OUR FAMOUS

"DELUXE"
PUMPS

If Your Neighbor’s Hen
Fact: Winter weather means

Layed 4 Square Egg...

cold engines . . . engines that
are hard to start, stall easily,

That would be big news!

perform sluggishly.

pJo

And you can bei the whole stale would

Fact: Now CALSO Gasolines

hear about it FIRST on WGAN.

R E D

BLUE

For it's e known fact that WGAN RADIO is

the fastest and best news-cerrying medium
in MAINE ....

BLACK
PATENT LEATHER

And why shouldn't we be . . . with two
worldwide news services working for us 74 hours

a day PLUS the Gannett New-papers,
the largest newsgathering
organization in

Three Heel Sizes, Including High, Cuban and the

our state.

BIS NEWS or little news . . . you'll

New Baby Louis Heels.

The fnendlv Manger Hotel is just
a hop. skip and jump from
BUNKER HILI • OLD NORTH CHURCH
THF WARSHIP CONSTITUTION
AT THt NAVY YARD
Welcome to Boston’s newest, most
convenient hotel. Direct entrance
from ftorth Station, adjacent park
ing. Every one of the 500 light,
airy rooms has its own bath and
radio.

ore blended to give you sum

mer starts all winter long . . .

I

give you faster worm-ups and

smooth engine performance.
Plus

exclusive

"Detergent

Action*" that ends stalling in

7

stop-and-go traffic!

FROM

$5.50 Single • $8 00 Double

hear it on WGAN on any one of our
TWENTY-THREE news

broadcasts a

day.

S. & H. GREEN STAMPS
Your f*rr.. Ilrrnl4-kiprr.. Station

WITH EVERY PURCHASE

WGAN

Stop ot the big red »!gn from Maine to Virginia

560 on your ’ad'°

* P«rEMT t’B.ttP FO«

NORTH STATION BOSTON
FOR RESERVATIONS

GREEN’S Shoe Store

Portland,

Maine

Telephone Capital 7-2600
or write or wire
Frank J. Hanley, Gen. Mgr.

•

Other Monger Hotel* in:

376 MAIN ST.

TEL. 1626

ROCKLAND, ME.

New Yorfc, N. Y. • Washington, 0. C.
Boston, Moss. • Cleveland, Ohio
Rachastar, N. Y. • Grand Rapids, Midi.

©•»3« TM* C«UPO»«l« 9<1 '•UHHW

PRODUCTS

OF

THE

CALIFORNIA

OIL

COMPANY

Distributed by

COMMUNITY OIL COMPANY, rockland,

mawe

Tussday-Thursday-Saturday
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McLAIN SCHOOL NOTES
Sub-Primary—Mrs. Lparh

Janie and Bruce Benner jointly
celebrated their birthdays the last
day of school. Theodore Benner
and Mrs. Benner prepared a spe
cial treat of ice cream, frosted
cup cakes, punch, lollipops, and
gum. for the children, while they
attended an Indian movie. Cheryl
Curtis celebrated her birthday the
same day, by bringing candies.
The children are working dili
gently in their arithmetic readi
ness workbooks and their new
"Before We Read" workbooks.
Approximately 35 children in our
room are having the fluorinf
treatment.
We are enjoying our student
teachers, Janice Black, Nancy
O'Brien, Harriet Ladd and Mary
Cole.
Richard St. Clair, Gerald Gher
ardi, Miriam Cummings, and
Robert Grafton, brought cookies
and candies for our Valentine par
ties.

the key a song is in, the time of
a song and reading of musical
notes.
Robert Brewer and Robert Ober
took part in the basketball tourna
ment held in Rockport Feb. 7.
A Valentine party was held in
our room Feb. 14. The following
persons were in charge of decora
tions, entertainment and refresh
ments: Sandra Baudanza, Janet
Kaler. Robert Lord. Dennis Skin
ner, Sharon Johnson and Alaide
Steeves. Tom Miller was general
chairman.
Robert Brewer and Gloria O’Sul
livan are now one year older.
Robert Lord played in the high
school band the nigiht of the Ells
worth-Rockland basketball game.
Robert Ober. Roy Taylor and
Richard Miller are local newspa
per boys.

CHS To Present “Dead Of Night” Friday

i mothers, furnished candy for the
party.
Bernice Gamage is a new mem
■ ber of our class. Bernice has
been attending school in Bangor.
Linda Moren has moved to Wa
terville.
Members of the Future Teach
ers of America who are practice
teaching in our room are: Helen
Doherty, Regina Hyland, Anna
Coughlin, and Barbara Fernald.
Grade Three—Mrs. Nelson

F.TA. girls who assist in our
room
are Donna
Smallwood.
Agnes Kent. Sandra Strickland,
and Sandra Rogers.
Scott Jordan displayed a stereo
scope and slides. Donna Haskell
! showed the class an old butter
mold.
Room helpers for the week are:
Maxwell Ames, Maryann Blaisdell, Judith Cooper, Richard John
son. Dianne Pendleton and Pa
tricia Lawrence.
February birthdays were cele
brated by David Goodnow, Robert
Grade One—Mrs. Ausplund
Elizabeth Cross, who formerly Emery. Daniel White, and Pa
attended school at Camden, joined tricia Lawrence.
the class recently.
Grade Four—Mrs. Bangs
We had a very enjoyable party
Phillip Knowlton brought a large
on Valentine's Day with a combi piece of wood gnawed off by beav
nation Valentine and birthday ers and told of their work.
party. The birthday party was in
Birthday greetings were recent
honor of Judy Clark's birthday ly extended to Douglas Brown and
which she generously shared with Daniel Barram.
us. Judy's mother brought color
Annette Hofacker brought a
ful cup cakes, skippy cups, and book of stories to use in our unit
lollipops which were served to the on George Washington.
class with thc aid of some of
George Gherardi brought an old
Judy’s classmates.
powder horn such as those used by
Our Valentines were in gayly the pioneers.
decorated bags with each pupil's
Judith French is the new spell
name on his bag and hung on the ing champion in our room.
chalk railing to receive the Valen
Marcia Wasgatt brought a doll
tines. Wc had assorted Valentine dressed like an Indian papoose.
candies as a treat.
Mona Cossar from Troy, SylMary Viik who celebrated her vanus Cross from Camden, and
birthday Feb. 4 had a fine birth John Gamage from Bangor, have
day party with her classmates. recently joined our group.
She was favored by thc assistance
Kent Rytky has been transferred
of two high school girls. Judy to North School.
Pease and Laverne Orcutt in serv
Marcia Wasgatt brought an in
ing her refreshments of dainty teresting newspaper, booklets, and
cup cakes with birthday candles, pictures of Bermuda.
skipipy cups, and lollipops. The
Grade Five—Mrs. I.aaka
girls who helped seemed to enjoy
Mrs. Laaka has returned to
the party equally as much as
school after seven weeks' absence.
Mary and her classmates.
Marcia Garfinkel and Donald
Florence Newcomb in company
Nelson won the last spelling con
with her grandparents attended test.
the Ice Follies at Boston during
Our class enjoyed a visit to Mr.
vacation, and Philip Garfinkel
Parker’s seventh grade when wc
visited in Boston during vacation were told about their rock collec
also.
tion. We found it very interesting,
Jill Harris and Cynthia Reid as well as informative.
celebrated birthdays
Feb. 12
We held a party on Valentine’s
and 13.
Day with games directed by Flor

Grade Seven—Mr. Ellis

Photo by McKeon
Casting is rompleted and rehearsals are well under way for Camden High School's presentation of
“Dead of the Night" by James Reach. Camden students expert the three act mystery farce to be their
most successful play to date. It is reported to be one nf the most humorous and mysterious plays pre
sented at the school. The performance is scheduled for 8 o'clock Friday evening at the Camden Opera
House. Players above are front row from the left: Jean Wilbur, Cheryl Reynolds, Selma Sherman, Sally
Crockett, Sheila Billings and Elaine Lord. Back row, left to right, are: Donald Worthen, Paul Quinn,
Jerry Young, Keryn Laite and Ronald Leadbetter. Absent from the picture is Arthur Clements.
and Edward Hallowell have been
on the sick list. We hope they will
soon be recovered.
Helpers appointed for the pres
ent
week are: Karen Duff,
Penelope Stevens. Melville Nevells, Wayne Young. David John
son, Donald Nelson, Dana Robin
son, Marcia Garfinkel, Roger Mo
rang, Richard Larrabee, William
Nason, Leroy Dudley, Florence
Frasnelli, Reginald Hicks, Teresa
Mazzeo,
Gary Small,
Wayne
Young, Louise Stilphen, Edward
Small and Gerald Pease.
Grade Six—Miss Pierce

During thc past weeks we have
been studying "How Germs Make
Us Sick" in Science. We were
able to secure some agar plates
from the Maine State Laboratory.
These petri dishes were planted
with (1) someone's thumb, (2) dust
in the room, (3) a hair from a
student's head, (41 drinking water
and (5) someone coughing into the
plate. The growth process of the
bacteria was observed and record
ed at specific periods during the
week period. Our results and dis
coveries were shown to thc other
rooms in McLain, and reports
were given in summarizing what
Grade Two—Mrs. Merrill
ence Frasnelli and Marcia Gar we have learned.
Weekly committees appointed
We enjoyed a Valentine party in finkel. Refreshments sent by our
by our president. Anne Ladd, at
our room. Mrs. John Compton mothers were enjoyed by all.
Rebecca Orne, David Cooper a recent class meeting as follows:
and Mrs. Willard Pease, room

Lunch money, Chuck Bicknell;
attendance,
Chuck
Blaisdell;
boards Daniel Malburg; dusting.
Donna Reynolds; papers, Eula
Hooper; collect papers. Billy
Lowe; plants. Donna Wooster; er
rand boy. Dennis Halligan; desk
inspector, Barbara Morang; bulle
tin boards, Diana Lothrop and
Betty Lee Clark; Drusilla Maritin
and Virginia White; door, Peter
Fogg; wastebasket. Horace Ben
ner; coat closets, Abbott Clay;
and librarian and his committee
arc Ronald Linscott. Robert Fow
ler. Chuck Bicknell, Patsy Taylor
and Opal Miller.
Ronald Linscott has been our
spelling champion for three suc
cessive weeks. Sandra Tilton has
been runner-up twice and Anne
Ladd the third time.
Chemistry
sets
have
been
brought by Peter Fogg and Billy
Karl.
Microscopes have been
brought by Peter Libbey and
Peter Fogg.

Grade Seven—Mr. Parker
A science project was recently
completed with the following peo
ple contributing to it: cAiarlcs
Monteith, Jean Hadlock, Gloria
Esancy, Mary Flanagan. Henry
Bird, Patricia Mahoney, David
Barram, and Harold Snowman.
Each of the above made boards
with the various rocks in each
rock family being represented.
A special speaker. Robert Umberger, from the Forestry De
partment spoke as a guest of our
room to all of the seventh and
eighth grades at McLain School.
Valentine’s day was enjoyed by
our room because of the following
people who were on the program:
Carol Tilton, chairman, Mary

Make Every Meal
Taste Better . ..

Serve It With

Page Eleven

HOLSUM

Have You Tried These New Items By
You can relax on concrete,
for concrete pavement is

NISSEN?

smooth-riding and safe.
You can stop—quick—on
concrete, wet or dry, because

DELICIOUS BRAN MUFFINS

its gritty texture grips tires.
At night visibility is im

NISSEN'S OATMEAL BREAD

proved because light-colored

concrete reflects more light.

NISSEN'S FILLED COOKIES

A Valentine party was held in
our room before our vacation with
the following people responsible
for our good time: Valentine box
and distribution of Valentines.
Janet Plummer; refreshments,
Joy Mazzo and Margaret Bootiiby; games. Sheila Vinal.
Charles Ward is doing a fine
job keeping our coat racks neat
and orderly.
Janet Plummer is in charge of
the decorations for the month of
March.
Allen Post is collecting lunch
money for the week.
Mrs. Gerald Black was a recent
visitor to our room.
A .spelling bee will be held in our
room to determine the room
champion.
The champions to
compete with other room cham
pions to determine the McLain
School champion.

Flanagan. Gloria Esancy, Patricia
Mahoney, and David Barram.
Marilyn Wilbur and Martha Grossman made our Valentine box.
The fifth grade visited our room
and listened to the rock collectors
give a report on their own collec
tions.
We had a regular candy sale for
our room organized by George Po
land.
Grade Eight—Mr. Fisk
Gloria Keizer recently moved to
We are studying South America
the St. George schools.
in geography. Wc have as a pro
Everyone from our room is tak
ject a large map containing rivers
ing Junior Scholastic Magazine
capitals, and products of each
this semester.
South American Country.
Grade Seven—Mr. Seymour
Our class tiok part in Kippy
Our class has been practicing Karnival. Wc helped produce the
for a play presented Wednesday sideshow with thc assistance of
for the other McLain School Mr. Martin.
grades. The title was Band Aid
Many interesting projects were
and the
following people had recently finished on early Ameri
parts: Gloria O’Sullivan, Brenda can industry in social studies.
Hill, Albert Gardner, Robert Lord,
Our class recently presented the
Bob Brewer, Raymond Brann. play, “The Devil and Daniel Web
Tom Miller, Janet Kaler, and ster,’’ to the McLain P.T.A. Mem
Carol Philbrook. Paulette Bar bers of the cast 'included: Laura
ton acted as student director. The Joki. Gloria Staples, Donald Greg
rest of the class took care of prop ory, David Gregory, Arthur Stil
erties, makeup, etc.
phen, Michael Savitt, Corinne
Those people taking part in I Simmons. Raeberta Jordan, David
morning exercises are: Robert Jordan, Carol Ann Bicknell, and
Ober. Paulette Barton. Robert Eunice Winslow.
Brewer, Alaide Steeves, Raymond
Grade Eight—Mr. Martin
Brann, Gloria O’Sullivan Donna
Wc are beginning a whole new
Pitts, Brenda Smith, Albert Gard
un'it in math this after vacaner. Tom Miller, Janet Kaler,
i tion period.
The unit is on
Donald Pomroy, Roy Taylor, and
volumes of solids and their uses.
Alaide Steeves.
Paul Arbo ds leaving the class
Robert Lord and Carol Philbrook
Friday. He is moving with his
instructed the class in a music
mother to New Jersey.
Paul
lesson.
They discussed finding
played forward on the junior bas
ketball team this winter.
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
Our season record in basketball
Kansas City, Missouri
was, won five lost three.
ASSETS, DEC. 31. 1955
Baseball is our next sport and
Bonds.
$49 ,06,744.44
Stocks,
7.632.289.00 it is coming up fast. We have
Mortgage Loans on
about six players to put on the
Real Estate,
16,274.90 field.
Cash and Bank De
posits.
3,060,001.64
No man living is so cold in his
Agents Balances or Un
collected Premiums,
712.282.94 manner as the one who is all
Other Assets,
466.300.01 wrapped up in himself.

Total Ass.
$61,313.8)2.93
LIABILITIES. SURPLUS AND
OTHER FUNDS
Reserve for Losses, $25,885,516.24
Rcserve for Loss Adjust
ment Expenses,
2,473,580.14
Reserve for Unearned
Premiums,
11,377,931.71
Reserve for Taxes,
1.236.854.89
AU Other Liabilities, 4.316,384.54
Total Liabilities.
Capital Paid Up or
Statutory Deposit,
Unassigned Funds
(Surplus),

$45,296,267.52
$2,500,000.00

13.517.625.41

Surplus as Regards
Policyholders,
$16.017 625.41

Total,

TIGERS' DICK GARDNER PICKED

AS ALL-TOURNEY GUARD BY
COACHES OF CLASS L TEAMS
Dicky Gardner, Rockland High
School senior and guard on the

basketball squad was named to
thc 1956 Eastern Maine Large
School tournament team selected
by tho coaches of the eight par
ticipating teams last week.
Gardner is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Gardner of 31 Law
rence street.
This is his third
year of varsity basketball.
Never what might be called a
big scorer for the team. Gardner
earned his laurels because of fast,
cool and dependable floor work.
Hi, late season ball handling, es
pecially in the defensive play
when he bothered the opponents
by constant dogging and ball steal
ing. accounted for his major
worth to his team.
Dirk Gardner
Gardner has averaged better
than 11 points a game during the gor High School: Paul Davenport
season and scored 42 points in of Houlton and Dick Ambrose of
tournament play counting the 15 Stearns.
points racked up in the SaturdayCoach Mike DiRenzo called the
evening consolation game against small guard who stands about five
Houlton.
feet eight inches in his MercuryGardner’s ball handling was like sneakers one of the most rap
peculiar in that it was never sen idly improved players on his
sational but was recognized for squad.
its smoothness and "Know-how”
Gardner has dropped in 189
by the coaches, writers and offi points this season and is consid
cials connected with the game.
ered a standout on defense. Di
Other players chosen to the all- Renzo has placed him repeatedly
star tournament team were Karl in a position of guarding the op
Daigle and Danny Drinon of Ban- ponent's top man.

THOMASTON HIGH STAGING "HOME
TOWN

TOMORROW

AT

TODAY

AND

WATTS

HALL

Thomaston High School students
will present a gala variety show
“Hometown Jubilee” tonight and
tomorrow night at the Watts Hall
in a program crowded with
comedy skits, musicals and adult
participation.
The show’ is sponsored by the
Senior Parents Club and proceeds
will go to benefit the annual sen
ior class trip to New York and
Washington, D. C.
Adults participating in the va
riety skits include: Ralph Jackson, Walter Chapman, Bryon
Hahn, Russell Kelley, Linwood
Moody. Aaron Clark, Gordon De
Wolfe, Robert Stackpole, Hilda
Keyes, Forest Stone, Richard
Woodcock and Linwood Silver, Jr.
A specialty act in a school room
scene will be presented by Mrs.
Peryl Robinson. Group singing
will also be included in this act.
Other acts include takeoffs on
Bob Hope by Ralph Jackson. Bing
Crosby by Robert Stackpole,
a
Little Red Riding Hood skit, an
old fashion “Mailer Dramer” and
an old fashioned proposal scene.
During the show, Mr. and Mrs.
Hervey Wass of Thomaston, w’ho
celebrated their 54th wedding an
niversary on March 1, will be
honored.
Other acts include, a pantomine
by George Elliot, a vocal number
by Roxanna Tabbutt and Polly
Miller, a dance solo by Jean An

derson, and a comedy number by
Eleanor Brooks and Sandra Dag
gett.
Troop 215, Boy Scouts, will give
a flag ceremony during the pro
gram which also schedules a
crowming of a little tot King and
Queen Friday evening.
Tickets may be obtained from
members of the Boy Scouts or
members of the cast or parents.

EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Ethel Bradford is at the
village staying w’ith Mrs. George
Cook, while Mr. Cook is a patient
at Knox Hospital.
M rs. Annie Doe and Mrs. Lizzie
Thompson were dinner guests
Tuesday of Mrs. Bertha Jameson.
Mrs. Sidney prior of thc village
spent Wednesday with her sister
Mrs. Bird Jameson.
Sidney Bradford, son David of
his sister. Mrs. Wellman Hupper.
Fairfield were guests Saturday of
his sister. Mrs. Wellman Hupper.
Mrs. Helen Smith and Mrs.
Chase of Bangor were in town Sat
urday calling on her sisters. Mrs.
Albert Jameson Mrs. Frank Mil
ler and Mrs. Charles Murphy of
the village.
Harry Rogers has traded cars.
He is now driving a Buick.

For social items in The CourierGazette, Phone 770, City.

USED TV SETS

ANTIQUES WANTED AT ONCE
30 or 40 pine or maple 4 draw
chests or bureaus. Will pay
from $8. to $50. depending on
age or condition. Pine com
modes, one drawer stands,
marble top tables, kerosene
lamps, old dolLs, doll’s furniture,
old toys, mechanical banks,
wagon seats, inside window
blinds, cut glass and china,
chafing dishes, drop leaf tables,
and picture frames.

BUD JORDAN
1 BROAD ST. PLACE
TEL. 1018-1
ROCKLAND

$61,313,892.93

Late Models

Good Values

1 17" Table Model Philco

$ 90.00

Mahogany

1 17" Motorola Consolette

125.00

Blonde

1 21" Emerson Table Model 150.00

1 21" Philco Floor Model

26-Th-32

199.95

Mahogany

That means greater safety,

1 Sylvania 21" Swilvett

fewer accidents.

THAT WEEKEND SPECIAL-

JUBILEE"

225.00

Concrete pavement is eco.

nomical, too. It gives more

BANQUET CAKE

WE WILL DELIVER, INSTALL, GUARANTEE, FINANCE
AND SERVICE

yearsofuninterrupted service
at far less maintenance cost:

Baked by the

JOHN J. NISSEN BAKING CO.
PORTLAND, MAINE

BAKERS OF MAINE'S TWO FAVORITE

You pay for paving, Mr.
Motorist, with your gas tax
es, license fees and other
taxes. So insist on concrete,
tbe safe, dependable. Mu'annual-insl pavement that's a
pleasure to drive on.
Y»i, and Maine's taxpay

W. H. EMERY
248 MAIN STREET

50-year concrete pavement

HOLSUM and OLD HOME

is realized, for only through

longer-life pavement—with

Overlooking the Fenway

AN NOU IM

—can Maine, or any state,

rooms, suites and kitchenettes—
near Kenmore Square and Boston
University. Modern, fireproof
building.
from $6 double

PORTLAND CEMENT
ASSOCIATION
?0 Providtnca St., Boston 16, Mott.

A notional organization ta improve ond

Taste Nicer
156-Th-tf

Mass.},

Attractive, comfortable, homelike

a self-supporting basis.

Vitamins Couldn't

IS OS tOTl,

reduced maintenance costs

put its highway system en

GET LOW ANNUAL COST
WITH CONCRETE PAVEMENT

590-W

The Home of Motorola and Philco Products

ers may relax when mere

LOAVES OF BREAD

CALL

FAMILY PLAN

. Special rates for permanent gnenttc
' Hotel

CANTERBURY
14 Charlesgate West, Boston,

cash-now pay-later plan!
Now you can get the cash you need promptly and Pay
Later in monthly amounts that are hand-tailored to your income!
And get these in the bargain: Cash in 1 Visit-Phone first, then
come in. Bill Consolidation Service at no extra cost! Ixclusive
Nationwide Cash Credit Card. Phone, write, or come in today and
see why nearly 2 million people chose Huufaoi last year!

loons $25 te $2500 on Signature, Furniture or Cor

T$enefijcia&n

FINANCE CO

"

T

FORMER1

(FORMER'V
i
Y PtiSONM
P»|SO*’ \L FINANCE

CO

35€ MAIN STREET, 2nd FI., ROCKLAND

FARNSWORTH MEMORIAL BLDG. • Ftwm: 1U1

OPEN SATVRDAYS VNTIL NOON
Loana made to residents of all turrou ndin< towns. Loans also mads by mall.

F^iTwelw
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highliners. The MCRR held close
for the first two strings as they
lost by 19 points each string but
Gutters
Birds Eye crew ran away from
By Earl Cook
them by 64 points the last string
At the end of last week’s howl as the Birds Eye team continues
ing in the National League the to bit over 1400 each match.
The Nelson’s Dodges stayed In
standings were as folows:
Won Lost Pet. | contention by beating CMP four
Glovers
49
31
.612 points to one and thus hurting the
Eastern Tire
38
41
.487 CMP chances of winning. If this
CMP team can beat the Birds Eye
Jaycees 36
42
43
.472
team by a good margin the league
Jaycees 21
35
50
437
With only a few more matches would be all tightened up again
left it looks like Glovers can coast but it will take a darn good team
In scot free, but one big loss can effort to do lt.
Nelson’s Dodges beat back the
raise the devil in any one ot these
CMP team with a four to one vic
leagues.
The Jaycees 36 have started to tory with Sleeper leading the way
move and have won their last few with 108 and 292. CMP continues
matches and moved into conten to roll poorly as they rolled only
A.
tion for second place and should 1318 which is low for them.
they pull a big upset and beat Benson had 278 and 106 to top the
Glovers five points they would losers scores. The league standing
stand a chance to go all the way. with three weeks to play looks like
Glovers and Eastern Tire had a this:
Won Lost Pet.
big match postponed last Thursday
55
35
.611
and the Jaycees 36 swept all five Birds Eye
49
41
.544
from their brother Jaycees 21 by Nelson’s
42
43
.472
24 pins. Capt. Ramsdell led the CMP
29
56
.341
36's with 100 and 267. The Jaycees MCRR

Between the

IN SERVICE
PFC Josephine M. Soboleski is
now stationed in Orleans. France,
In the34thGeneralHospital. She
took her Basic Training
at Fort
Lee, Va., and her Dental Techni
cian Training at Fort Stun Hous
ton, Texas. She was stationed at
Fort Jackson, South Carolina, as
a dent il assistant at the Dental
Clinic Hospital for about 16
months before she was-sent over
seas. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Soboleski of 9
Otis street, Rockland, She would
like to hear from her former
school mates and friends.
Her
present address is: PPC Josephine
M. Soboleski,
WA8110414,
34th
General Hospital, APO 58, New
York, N. Y.
*

*

*

entered the Army in June 1955
and arrived in the Far East last
December. The 1954 University of
Maine graduate received basic infantry
officers training at Fort
Benning, Ga. Lieutenant Pert is
a member of Sigma Phi Epsilon
fraternity,

.4

Army Pvt. William J. Breton,
son of Alfred J. Breton, Route 4,
Augusta, is receiving advanced in
dividual basic training with the
532nd Field Artillery Obsevation
Battalion at Fort Sill, Okla. The
battalion is due to go to Europe
late this spring under the Army's
unit rotation plan,
Operation
X
Gyroscope.
Private Breton, a
radio operator in the battalion's
Battery C, entered the Army last
November. The 25-year-old sol
dier was formerly employed by R.
PFC Robert L. Stover, son of
P. Hazzard of Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Stover of
10 Rankin Street, is scheduled to
Army 2d Lt. Edwin H. Pert, 22,
leave the U. S. for Germany in
son of Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Pert Sr.,
March with the 11th Airborne Di
995 Middle st., Bath, was recently
vision as part of Operation Gyro
assigned to Headquarters Com
scope, the Army's unit rotation
pany of the 7th Infantry Division’s
plan.
Stover, now stationed at
32d Regiment in Korea as public
Fort Campbell, Ky., is an infantry
Information officer.
Lieutenant
man in the divsion’s 188th In
Pert, who was previously assigned
fantry Regiment. He entered the
to the 32d Regiment's Company L,
Army in September, 1954 and com
pleted basic training at Fort Dix.
N. J. The 18 year old soldier at
LOCATION
tended Greenville High School be
fore entering the Army.
in BOSTON• • •

MODERN • COMFORTABLE
ACCOMMODATIONS
Reasonably

Priced!

CHILDREN UNDER M ... NO CHAISE
RARKIN6 AVAILABLE

Army Pvt. David E. Scarlott,
son of Dr. and Mrs. Edwin L.
Scarlott, 12 Talbot avenue, Rock
land, is scheduled to leave the
United States for Germany late In
March as part of Operation Gyro
scope, the Army's unit rotation
plan. Private Scarlott’s the 25th
Signal Battalion now stationed at
Fort Devens, Mass., is replacing
the
40th Signal Battalion in
Europe. A company clerk in the
battalion's Company C, Scarlott
entered the Army last September.
He was graduated from Gorham
State Teachers College in 1955.

•••

1

First Lt. Stewart M. L. Pollard,
36, son of Capt. and Mrs. Ralph
J. Pollard, 232 Friendship street,
Waldoboro, recently completed
field training exercise with the

21 were led in defeat by Knowlton
with 109 and 208.
National League
In the Monday night league, the
National League, Birds Eye moved
another step closer to the pennant
with a five point win over last
place MCRR. Capt. Lowell was
high with 298 and Graham had
high single of 107 for the winners.
Oil the loser's side Willis had 282
and Ken Drinkwater had 105 for
1st Infantry Division’s 16th Regi
ment at Fort Riley, Kan. Lieu
tenant Pollard is a supply special
ist in the 1st Battalion Headquart
ers Company of the regiment. He
entered the Army in 1939. Pollard
holds the Silver Star and Purple
Heart. The lieutenant’s wife. Mar
garet, is with him at the fort.
• • *
Pvt. Edward H. Benner, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry D. Benner,
Route 4, Waldoboro, is a member
of the 1st Infantry Division’s 18th
Regiment at Fort Riley, Kan. As
signed as an infantryman with the
regiment’s Company F, he enter
ed the Army in August 1955 and
completed basic training at Fort
Dix, N. J., Benner attended Wal
doboro High School.
•

»

*

Sgt. Carl D. Gray, 22. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Gray, 9
Fales street, Rockland, recently
left Fort Campbell, Ky., for Ger
many as part of Operation Gyro
scope, the Army’s unit rotation
plan. Sergeant Gray's unit, the
11th Airborne Division, is replac
ing the 5th Infantry Division in
Europe, A wire team chief in
Headquarters Battery of the 544th
Airborne Field Artillery Battlalion, he entered the Army in May
1953, Gray is a 1952 graduate of
Rockland High School.

— NOTICE —
tilwi Sutherland at Hi*

March 2, 1956

Applications are being received for the position of
patrolman in the Police Department of the City of
Rockland.
Applications are obtainable and shonld be filed at the of
fice of the City Manager.
The Usual requirements as to age, health and residence
will apply.
All applications to be considered to fill the present va
cancy must be filed not later than March 15.
rsoau] A waism.

IJiOYD K. A1J.EN,
City Manager.

I

American League
On Tuesday night in the Ameri
can League the big match turned
into a five point sweep for the 40
& 8 over the Martimc Oilers. This
was a big one for the 40 & 8 to win
as they had been slipping and were
in second place, but this win puts
them back in the drivers seat. D.
Klelwer led the 40 & 8 with 318
and Walt Drinkwater had 115 for
high single. On Che Oilers Colby
had 298 and 108 for all the honors
with the exception of F. Perry's
108 to tie his high single. Colby
had two strings of 108 and Perry
had one.
These were the only
strings that the Oilers rolled over
100 all evening. Maritime Oil roll
ed only 1378 compared with their
1500 plus matches of the last three
weeks and the 40 & 8 continued to
roll in the middle 1400s.
This
match does not knock the Oilers
out. but it set them back temperarily anyway.
The Shell team finally knocked
the PSM team off after being beat
en all year by them. The match
was kept close by some very poor
bowling by yours truly, who aver
aged about 83 and was beaten by
his man rather soundly by 50 pins.
Despite this, the Shells managed
to take five on some good bowling
by my teammates. The margins
were only five, 21 and five. Hobbs
had 297 and for high three and
Lord knocked over 109 pins In 10
boxes for high single on the Shells.
Frank Perry once again led all
PSM bowlers with 309 and Sim
mons had 118 for the high effort.
The scores show the effect good
pins have on the scores with fewer
strings over 100 appearing in the
record books this week. With three
weeks ond a couple of make up
matches left standing In this
league Is as follows:

On hard-surface roads die famous ‘Jeep’
Truck gives you 2-wheel drive performance
to match any conventional truck. \\ here die

good road ends—when snow. ice. mud. or
roadless stretches har the way to ordinary
trucks—you can shift into 4-wheel drive to
carry a full payload to almost any destina

tion in any weather.

4-Wheel-Drive ‘Jeep’ Trucks are designed
for the most rugged performance. Note the

functional body

lines that resist dents. With power lake-off.
‘Jeep’ Trucks operate winches, generators,

compressors, and other licit driven machin

ery. They take power to the job—on or off
the road.
Let us demonstrate the ‘Jeep' Truck —

America’s lowest priced 4-wheel drive truck

—for you.
WILLYS...world's largest makers of 4-Wbeel-Diivc vekicles
Don’t delay...get a ‘Jeep’Truck demonstration today!

PARK STREET MOTORS, INC.
88 PARK ST.

TEL 700
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Nathaniel Little was a caller at
J. Johannlson’s recently.

VERTICAL (Cont)
| HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
13-T ranquillity
,40-Pressed
1-Complains
15-Close by
43- A compass point
5-Talks idly
17- And (Lat.)
(abbr.)
9-Negative
18Shop
44Make
a
mistake
10- Employ
20- Floats in air
45- ltalian river
11- A land measure
21- Prepositlon
46- Darted aside
(abbr.)
23-Unit
47-Conveyed, as
12-Tinged
25- Vim
property
14- Once again
26- Started suddenly
15- Worship
27- Part of verb "To be*
17-Feminine suffix(Fr.)
VERTICAL
28- Girl’s name
19-A compass point
29- Checked
22-Decayed
I 1-Fade
30- Take off, as a belt
24- Withers
31- Never (Contr.)
2- Tavern
25- More precious
32- Pronoun
3- Used in negation
30-Not mature
33- Struck out
4- Abrupt
34- Apportion
38- Terminate
5- Peeked
35- Bird home
39- Wooden pin
6- Part of a circle
36-To tint
7- ln a greater degree 41- Open (Poet.,
37- Large rock-boring
42- Bow the head
8- Horses
tool

and the more I listen the more I Gardner is overlooked. The next
think how lucky Rockland is to game looks tough but they will be
there the next two nights anyway
have such a fine announcer as
to make their showing. Gardner
Paul Huber. When you have list in my book played the best floor
ened to several in the course of game of the day and did some
the evening and also listened to fine shooting to bool.
the
Portland
announcer
you
appreciate
his
ability
to
call a good game and keep EAST WALDOBORO
Mrs. Emery Simmons of Cam
up with the play which is far
ahead of all the others. Rockland den visited Mrs. Otto Bowden Fri
won their first game this after day.

noon and all praise tonight is for
Hooper so a great game by Dick

Mrs. Edward Bean and son of
Union were Sunday callers at
Lloyd Bean’s.
Mrs. Bernys Jameson and Mrs.
Hazel Bowers attended Knox Po
mona at South Warren Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Nelson,
Linwood Choate and Ronald Bow
ers were at a birthday dinner
party with Mrs. La Forest Mank
and family last Tuesday night.
Marie Hupper was a weekend
guest.

35

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bran and
children of Rockland, Mr. and

FIRST

ROCKLAND, MAINE

LAST

4

den, were Monday guests of Mr.
and Mrs. J. O. Jameson.
The Odds and Ends Club met
with Mrs. Bernys Mattson, South
Waldoboro, Wednesday evening.
Refreshments were served

Courier-Gazette Crossword Puzzle

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Black, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Glaude and
daughter Juanita and Mrs. J.
Glaude motored to Brunswick
Sunday.

Mr. und Mrs. Russell McLeod,
Sr. were Sunday dinner gueets at
J. Glaude, Jr.’s. Mias Shelia
Glaude returned home with them
for the remainder of the day.
Mrs. Lester Nelson, Mrs. Mar
garet Matson and Linwood Choate
attended church in North Waldo
boro Sunday evening
Richard Glaude was at home
l'rom Connecticut for the weekend.
Mis. Glaude, daughters Beverly
and Donna, Mrs. Frederick San
born, Patsy and Fred went to
Plainville, Conn., with him where
they joined Mr. Sanborn.
Philip Miller waa a weekend
guest of Charles Jones.
Mrs. J. O. Jameson spent Tues
day with Mrs. Levi Robinson,
North Waldoboro road.
Archie Miller ohserved his 20th
birthday anniversary although he
waa really 84 on Wednesday, Feb.
29. quietly at his home at Reever'a Corner.
The Social Club met with Mrs.
Hattie Rlnes Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. Eunice Bean awarded the
contest prizes to Mrs. Leda Mar
tin and Mra. Delora Mank. Re
freshments were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Preacott
and sons, Mr. and Mrs. C. Bow
ers were at C. L. Bowers in Dam
ariscotta Sunday to help Charles
Leland Bowers celebrate his ninth
l birthday anniversary.

Mrs. Lester Nelson and Miss
Gladys Miller called on Mrs. Ray
Simmons.
Miss Glenys Miller
called on Miss Marilyn Benn Sat
urday.
Miss Alcy Jameson of Portland
was a weekend guest, Mr. and
Mrs. Atwood Moore and Arnold
Aehorn of the North Waldoboro
road.
Sunday,
Mrs.
Orville
Jameson. Michael Milton, Mrs.
For social items in The CourierLeroy Jameson and Lee of Cam Gazette, Phone 770. City.
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LOANS

’25/50, MOO »*1200
or other plans

MONEY IN 1 DAY
Choose your own way to re
pay ... Take up to 24 month*.

“Life mturance a! no additional cost through the
John Hancock Mutual lile Insurance Company."

PUBLIC LOAN

CORPORATION
OF ROCKLAND

359 Main Street

Phone: 1720

choice in gas and oil...
Your car’s a working partner! Give her the zip she needs, with Esso
Extra Gasoline for ’56. It contains D-FROST*, a special anti-stalling
additive developed by Esso Research. Try a tankful of Esso Extra
today ... you’ll enjoy its smooth-flowing power.

Won Lost Pet.
46 & 8
49
36
.576
Martini p Oil
48
.533
41
Shells
42
43
.472
PSM
31
49
.387
Passing remarks: The three
third place teams all have the
same average 42-43—.472.
Our
good friend Harry Phillips Is bed
ridden for quite a few weeks with
an illness which will surely be hard
for him as it requires him to stay
still and that it not his habit. He
will be miBsed by all the bowlers
and friends for the rest of the
season. Get well soon Harry. Am
sitting here typing this and listen
ing, yes I said listening to the bas
ketball games In the tournament

Meet transport demands “anywhere-anytime”
...with the 4-Wheel-Drive ‘Jeep’ Truck

high-skirted fenders and

Tuejday-Thurtday-Saturday

word in dealer service...
If your car’s had it rough this Winter, then it’s time to get the

full treatment at your Esso Dealer's. Drive in for a check-up that’ll cover
radiator to tail light, and your car’s sure to shed the cold-weather blues.
Do it this week .... the sooner, the better.
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